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New issues

Minors involved in club shooting
by Beth Warren
staff writer

by Mart Linn Love
staff writer

A shooting at the Underground March 7, which left two
people injured and two juveniles arrested, resulted in the
immediate suspension and possible revocation of the bar's
alcohol license.
A15-year-old male from Iva and a 16-year-old male from
Anderson have been charged with assault and battery with
attempt to kill, according to Clemson City Chief of Police
Johnson Link,
Andrew Jo'nes, 24, of Seneca and 18-year-old Shana Lei
Smith were transported by Pickens County Emergency
Medical Services 'to Greenville Memorial Hospital after
being shot. Both have been released.
According to Link, Clemson Police Department received
a telephone call from an employee at the Underground at
approximately 12:43 a.m. At approximately 12:45 a.m.,
officers approached a crowd that was gathered close to the
front door. Gunfire erupted from the crowd, and two
individuals were shot.
The fight began On the inside and moved outside,
according to Link.
The ABC Commission issued an emergency order suspending the bar's license, which is issued to Kirils Michailous,
because it posed an immediate threat to public safety and
welfare according to Chief Joe Dorton at ABC Commission.

Allissa Savage/interim senior staff photographer

The Underground was the site of shooting earlier this month.

see SHOOTING, page 8A

Many issues presented to Student Government have been addressed with successful outcomes.
Yet, it is important to focus on
the issues which need to be addressed.
When the next representative
body of Student Government is
sworn in on April 5, they will be
confronted with many issues.
While Jason Elliott, the student body president, has achieved
successful outcomes with the Tiger Stripe, improving community relations, and the Student
Body President Task Force on
Fees, many issues still linger.
Martin Driggers, the next student body president, will have to
continue the relationship with
the community of Clemson, improve communication between
Student Government and students, create a city/campus tran-

Stalker pleads guilty
by Jenny Wallace
news editor
Russell Darrell Hawthorne,
charged by Clemson University police two months ago with breaking
and entering an auto and stalking
the owner of the auto, pled guilty
last week to the charges. A circuit
judge placed Hawthorne on probation, ordered him to stay away from
the victim, who is a student, and
advised Hawthorne to seek psychological counseling due to the stalking charge.
Hawthorne was arrested on the
Clemson campus two months ago
for breaking into the car of a female
student and hiding in the back seat.
The victim reported that Hawthorne
had been stalking her for some time
prior to his arrest. Campus police
arrested Hawthorne, who was later
released on bond, and placed him

see STUDENT, page 8A

on trespass notice. This means that
Hawthorne was not to be on Clemson University grounds for six
months.
However Hawthorne was spotted on campus before the trespass
notice expired and police arrested
him once again, this time for violation of the trespass notice.
Hawthorne posted bond again and
returned for his court trial with a
guilty plea.
Currently Hawthorne is still on
trespass notice. CU police feel that
if Hawthorne is arrested for violating the trespass notice again it will
translate into a substantial jail sentence.
Russell Darrell Hawthorne is a
19 year old black male with brown
eyes and black hair who is six feet
tall and weighs 170 lbs. Police urge
anyone who sees him on campus to
call them immediately at 656-2222.
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Looks like spring break to me!
Spring break '93 began with the worst storm in a decade. (See related story on page 2A.)
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Budgeted construction costs for the Carrillon Gardens, Harcombe
Dining Hall, Bracken" Hall, Robert Brooks Performing Arts Center,
Holmes and McCabe Halls, and the Fluor-Daniel Engineering
Building total approximately $40,831,000 (see story on page 2A).

//

• Tips for dealing with endof-the-semester stress. See
page 2A.
• Another update on
construction. See page 2A.

TIME-OUT I
• Review of Living Colour's
new album. See page IIA.
• Two CU students are
directing a film. Learn more
on page IVA.

CAMPUS BULLETIN begins on page 12A.

SPORTS
• Lady Tigers reach second
round of NCAA Tournament. See page 8B.
• Baseball season gets in
full swing. See page 2B.
OPINION begins on page 4A.
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Stress best when Construction on campus
kept under control continues indefinitely
by James McLean
staff writer
It's Wednesday night. You've already had two mid-terms this week
and you still have a big chemistry test and a term-paper due. You are
having negative mood swings, you can't sleep at night, and you don't
feel like eating. The stress of school is becoming too much for you to
handle. Well you're not alone, because everyone suffers from stress.
Stress can have positive and negative effects. Itcan give you the
extra incentive to stay up late studying for a test or that added push
to make you strive harder at work. Under these situations stress has
a positive effect. It's only when stress level gets too high that it presents
a problem. According to Dr. Steve Sprinkle, counselor at Redfern Health
Center, too much stress can have a negative effect on everyday
activities.
'There are many signs that can alert us that our stress level is too
high. People become irritable, have trouble sleeping, lose appetite, and
have difficulty making simple decisions with urges to cry for no reason,
frequent headaches, recurring colds and other ailments. And they use
alcohol or other drugs in excess.
There is no way to say exactly what level of stress will effect
someone. Stress effects everyone differently. People have many
different ways with handling stress.
There are a few common means of reducing your stress level: Don't
try to take on too much at one time, get some type of exercise, take a
relaxing drive out in the country, talk to a friend when feeling stressed
out, and decide if a problem is really worth worrying about. If someone
continues to suffer from high stress levels there are programs to help.
Most communities have counselors, support groups or physicians that
can listen and give advice on how to avoid high stress levels.
Clemson. university has six full time licensed clinical psychologists
with PhD.s and four part time counselors, two of whom are from the
psychology department. Counselors are located in Redfern Health
Center and may be contacted by calling Redfern at 656-2233 or calling
the Counseling Center directly at 65o-2451.

Cooper wins run-off
by Mart Linn Love
staff writer
After a long week of speeches,
more campaigning and long nights,
Ashley Cooper was victorious in the
run-off election for the student body
vice presidency. Out of 1,689 students who voted, Cooper received
947 and his opponent, Elizabeth
Garrison, received 742 votes.
"I am thankful for the people
who pushed me," said Cooper. "They
were the backbone of my campaign."
Now it is down to business.
Cooper and President-elect Martin Driggers are now interviewing
candidates for the presidential cabinet for 1993-1994. Cooper and
Driggers are also planning long and
short term goals.
One of the issues Cooper plans to

follow is the Tiger Stripe moving off
campus in the fall. Also, he will be
working with the Senate president
on a waiting list for closed class
during on-line registration, among
many other issues.
An issue the Student Government has been working on as a
whole is the Teacher Evaluation
Guide.
The guide out this semester is
"more efficient," said Jason Sanders,
the director of research and development. The guide is more condensed and easier to read than the
guides in the past. However, the
participation level remains low with
only 23.3 percent of faculty representation.
This is only one of the many
issues which face Driggers and Cooper in the year to come.

-
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The crane is another familiar sight on campus as construction continues.
by Renee Krans
staff writer
Bad luck with recent snowfall
and rain uncommon to the Upstate
have forced further delays in the
ongoing, extensive construction
projects around the Clemson campus.
According to the construction
services office, The Performing Arts
Center, Johnstone Hall, Brackett Hall,
The Carillon Gardens, Harcombe
Dining Hall, and the new FluorDaniel Building are all under construction.
Because of weather delays, the
Performing Arts Center's scheduled
completion date was December 1992.
However, the project should now be
finished by August 1993. The cost of
the project was originally set at $9.1
million.
The Performing Arts Center will
house a main auditorium with approximate seating capacity of 1,000,
a flexible black box theater, and an
academic wing. The main cause for
the delay of the center is foundation
problems, according to George
Conover, project manager.
"The foundation work was de-

layed because of soil problems,"
said Conover. "Few buildings have
this deep of a foundation."
The new Johnstone Hall is scheduled for completion in December
1993. Its original completion date
was May 1992. Project ManagerJohn
McEntire Jr. accredited a large portion of the project's delay to, "a
change in orders...sprinkler systems
were added to the building". The
construction budget for Johnstone
was set at $10,240,000.
Although some bad weather days
were built into the contract, the
construction company has incurred
some loss on the total profit of the
project
Brackett Hall, according to Project
Manager Mike Parker is essentially
complete. This $7.5 million project
was basically on schedule, however
"working around occupants of the
building was a little difficult" said
Parker.
The Carillon Gardens, a $757,000
project should be completed at the
end of May. This completion date is
subject to change as always because
of the weather.
The Harcombe Dining Hall renovation project is essentially on sched-

ule. The $2.5 million project is supposed to be completed by the end of
August The restaurant and restroom
area of the dining hall will not open
until November.
Just when you'd thought you had
seen the end of new construction
projects here at CU, the Fluor-Daniel
Building, or Engineering Innovations
Center, began construction last week.
This new site is located between Lee
and Lowry Halls. The project carries
a nice price tag of $ 10,734,000, and
is scheduled to open in December
1994. The new, three story 100,000
square -foot building will be used as
a research facility. It will also contain an auditorium.
In the distant future, a new East
Campus Student Center will be
erected. Other projects under design at this time include an Animal
Research Compliance Facility, a Ceramic Engineering Research Center
at the Ravenel site, an addition to
Jervey Athletic Center, andJohnstone
A-Section improvements.
It might not be a bad investment
to buy a hard hat if you are planning
to be here a while because these
projects will not be finished anytime
in die near future.

Weather spoils break plans
for many traveling students
byjosune Craig
staff writer ]
On Friday, March 12, there were
some students whopacked up their
swimsuits and lotion and left to
spend the week of spring break in
the sun, and there were students
whopacked up backpacks and
headed towards the mountains.
On Saturday, March 13, there
were students like Ryan Pack and
the 60 Fellowship for Christian Athletes volunteers who packed up their
hammers and nails to participate on
a mission trip in Kentucky, but were
not able to leave due to the snow
blizzard that ran throughout the
East Coast
"We had been planning this mis-
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sion trip for a month, but the snow ports since flights were being cancanceled us out," said Pack, vice- celed.
According to the Anderson Indepresident of ministry of Clemson
University's chapter, of F.G.A. "We pendent-Mail, Virginia experienced
were taking vans, but the Toads we record snowing with drifts and winds
over 100 mph. Farther north in
had to take were cl'osed down."
On the Clemson campus, though, Philadelphia and surrounding araccording to the Director of Public eas, approximately 15 inches of snow
Safety John McKenzie, there were fell.
While it snowed in Clemson and
"about two inches of snow accumulated throughout late Friday and some students got cheated out of
early Saturday morning." The roads two vacation days, most were able
iced briefly in the parking area, but to leave Sunday morning.
"Even though we were looking
caused no apparent danger to pedestrians or drivers. No accidents forward to doing mission work in
were reported to the CU police de- Kentucky forunderprivileged people
partment
and the trip Was canceled," Pack
Students still drove to their des- said, "we realize that there are mistinations down south, but those fly- sions everywhere so most of us
ing to the northern states may have found enjoyment in being at home
had to spend the night in the air- with friends and family."
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The Tiger apologizes for running an incorrect photo of Martin Driggers
in the March 5 issue. The proper photo appears above.
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TO-OWN

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

Sofas • Beds •
Computers
VCRs •TVs •
Camcorders

646-5705
Hwy 76 Pendleton
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Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
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Ever seen hostages so happy?
Debbie Johnson and Amy Sheffer kidnap Scott Gordon and Brian Hill to raise funds for
charity. The event was sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon and Pi Beta Phi.

Shuttles to be on time schedule
by Marl Linn Love
staff'writer
Student Senate passed a resolution entitled 'Time Shuttle Routes'
Monday, March 8. The resolution
will place shuttle routes E and F on
a timed system from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Because of this resolution, students will be able to count on the
shuttles at a specific Jime. The time
the shuttles will run has not been

determined, but there is a plan to
have the shuttles run every 20 or 30
minutes.
Route E, West campus, covers
parking lots C-8, R-3 and R-2, the
library, Klugh Ave. and Fike Recreation center. Route F, East Campus,
covers R-l parking lot, the library,
Bryan Mall, Clemson House and
Thornhill Village.
From the Housing Committee,
there will definitely be a security

•
•
•
•
•
•

card access system in the Shoeboxes
by the fall. The security system will
be on a trial basis and if successful,
the security system will be implemented on all on-campus resident
housing.
Senate president announced a
community health center will be in
operation by August. The community health care center will be built
regardless of Redfern's decision to
remain open 24 hrs.

Free pregnancy test
Free one-on-one counseling
24 Hour Hotline
Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
Strictly confidential
Close - Downtown Seneca

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
:
Seneca, S.C: 29678
-
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Heritage Point
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartment Units available
Extremely well landscaped
. 4 month leases available for NOW
* 2 month leases available for summer only
• 10 & 12 month leases available in August
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• Shuttle Bus Transportation is available to view apartments

Call Burton Properties
sven Locations'-;
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office 653-7717
Open 9-3 Saturdays, 2-4 Sundays
After Hours/Weekends, call: 654-2412 or 654-3444
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Base closings
will hurt, better
plan needed

froth:

/

In the wake of the Cold War's end, the Clinton
Administration has proposed to close 31 major military
bases and scale back or reorganize 134 more military
installations.
Although we agree that military spending reductions
are needed,
we question
the methods
OUR POSITION:
now being
considered.
More
thought
Base closings
should be
should be offset by
given to the
a better conversion
impact of base
closings on the
plan.
citizens and
communities
which depend
on the bases to support their local economies.
For example, in our own state, the closing of the
Charleston Naval Station and Naval Shipyard will likely
hurt the state's economy, at least in the short run.
The closing will bring about the loss of 35,000 jobs,
$1.1 billion in payroll, and a possible loss of $100
million in state taxes.
Ironically, the closing of the Charleston base and
shipyard comes after it has been praised for efficiency,
which leads us to question why it was chosen for
closing, while less efficient bases are left in operation.
Thousands of jobs, both military and civilian, will be
lost in the wake of these closings. While military
personnel are commonly reassigned and moved
around, the shuffling of civilian workers is a more
complex and disturbing problem. Yet, no mention has
been made of a comprehensive plan for replacing these
jobs, or converting the port of Charleston for commercial use. Both the state and federal government should
make proposals to help offset the tremendous loss of
jobs that will come when the Charleston base closes.
We do not wish to imply that South Carolina is not
willing to make its share of the sacrifices required
during this time of change. We realize that budget cuts
are necessary if the.country is to reduce its' deficit.
\ We are simply asking pqf leaders (at both the. state
and federal level) to consider the total costs of these
actions, in both monetary and human terms, and to
invest the nation's resources in a conversion plan to
offset the losses that will occur, by implementing new
technologies which will, in turn, create new jobs.
The lead editorial is written by the editorial editor. The
opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent the
majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of any
particular member of the editorial board.
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Give a damn about something
Well, I can honestly say that
when I wrote my first story for The Jason
Tiger, the thought that I might find Balser
myself in this position as Editor-inChief of the farthest reaching organization on campus, was not even a EDITOR-INdream. I really and truly never imag- CHIEF
ined I could obtain this position.
But, as fate (and a little luck) if being liberal means causing students and people in general to exwould have it, here I am.
I bring with me a clean slate that amine their ideas and views in the
I hope to fill with goals and accom- light of the beliefs and opinions of
plishments for The Tiger. I have not others, then The Tiger will remain a
written any promises on my slate. liberal rag.
However, we will not "take sides."
Simply because, I cannot promise
you, the readers, nor The Tiger Instead we will present both sides,
objectively, and let the readers, the
anything.
But, I will give you my best. Some student's of Clemson University
of you may laugh and say, "Well, make their own decisions.
Ask most people around the counthat don't mean much." And well,
you might be right, but I am going to try about Clemson, and they will
speak only of our parties and of our
try to make it mean a great deal.
If I can envision change for The football team because, in their opinTiger, it comes in the form of being ion, Clemson University is a dead,
a greater activist voice on campus. nonthinking institution.
During my tenure as Editor, I
We will not say, as a paper, that
abortion is wrong or right; we will hope to prove some of these beliefs
not say, as a paper, that homosexu- wrong by spurring thought among
als are good or bad; we will not say, Clemson students.
. I am not saying that we have to
as a paper, that black and white do
start loving calculus or that we have
or don't mix.
What we will say, is that we, you to start writing reams of research
and I, the student body, need to papers. But, what I am asking all of
think about these and other issues, us to do (and what I will continue to
to discuss them, and to make changes ask) is that we give a damn about
something.
concerning them when necessary.
When someone says pro-choice
The Tiger has been accused in
the past of being a liberal rag. Well, or pro-life, let each of us have our

own individual opinion and care
enough, one way or the other, to
stand up to express that opinion.
When someone stands up to say,
"No queers in the army!", let us care
enough to stand up to say, "Right
on!" or to say, "Sit down and shutup." All I am asking is that we just
care.
Instead of sitting back and watching other people's news on television and reading about it in the
papers, let us get up off our couches
to make some news of our own.
Let us become a university of
students who want to make a difference, who want to have our opinions heard, who care, not only about
our own lives, but also about how
the lives of others are affected by
our actions and by our opinions.
In the past, we, the students of
Clemson, have been challenged by
this paper to come up here to write
about the news.
Now, I am challenging all of us to
make the news, to put Clemson
University on the front page of newspapers across this country as a school
that gives a damn about something
more than beer and football.
If this offends anyone, good. That
means that someone is thinking.
Don't worry, let us all think, as much
as we want to. If we do, we all might
be surprised at just how many things
are out there for us to care about.
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Speaking Out
Question: How did the Blizzard of '93 affect your Spring Break?

Gina Sexton
Education
senior

Darius Jones
Architecture
freshman

Tommy Stafford
L&IT
sophomore

Wendy Brown

Made it a whole
lot more fun.

It made me stay home a lot.
I wish it had been the week
before so we had no classes.

It shortened it. I got
snowed in at Knoxviile.

I had to wait two more
days to go to Miami.

Caroline Godbey/ staff photographer

Nursing
freshman

The 'anything under the sun' editorial column

I don't mean to complain, but
I've got to tell somebody. Just so that
everybody knows, this week was a
hectic week for me. I mean a really
hectic week. Not only did I take over
Bill Zimmerman's duties as news
editor for The Tiger, but I was also
informed this past Monday night
that I would be responsible for a
column this week.
"A column?!", I said. "What am I
supposed to write it about?"
The response I got was less than
I had hoped. "Write about anything
you want," he said. Great Anything
I want
About this time panic slowly
began to set in. I began to realize
that I had to write a 500-word piece
about anything under the sun. As if
that was not bad enough, the knowledge that thousands of my fellow

students will Be reading it sent shiv meager assortment of story ideas.
ers down my spine. But you've got The stress began to mount.
to do what you've got to do, so here
Eventually we gathered a few
goes.
I decided I would talk about my
assistant editor - Amanda Heaton- Jenny
and myself, and how this past week, Wallace
with its vast array of stresses and
responsibilities, turned us into a
couple of walking time bombs with
long hair and ulcers.
The week started off with a bang
as we both returned from spring more writers and enough stories to
break on Sunday evening without fill the gaping void that eventually
tans - maybe even a little paler than became the news section.
we were before we left Then we
Next to be done was the simple
went to The Tiger office for the task of learning how to lay out the
weekly meeting, hoping that a mul- entire news section on computer.
titude of eager young writers would And Amanda and I are not two of the
be banging down our door with lots most computer oriented people in
of new and interesting story ideas. the world. You might say, to put it
Right. We had two writers and a diplomatically, that we are "com-

puter challenged." In other words, smaller. We were a joy to be arouad
before we took on our positions and made lots of new friends with
with the paper we didn't know a our appealing blend of sarcastic recomputer program from a dish of marks and unproductive panic attortellini at Harcombe. So we learned tacks.
how to use the big, scary computer
I guess what I'm trying to say is
in a couple of computer cram ses- that this week was really fun and I
sions with the ever-devoted ex-news ' hope the rest of my life is just like
editor Bill Zimmerman. Thanks, Bill. this! Just kidding.
After that all we had to worry
What I really want to say is thank
about was making sure all the writ- you to everyone that helped Amanda
ers did their stories and got them in and me this week. We sincerely
on time, editing all of the stories, appreciate it But this doesn't let
requesting pictures for the section, anybody off the hook. We are still
and finally laying out the section going to need lots of help in the
complete with sparkling, superbly future. We can't wait!
edited stories and interesting and
And to all of you who suffered
eye-catching photos. No problem.
through our first column of the
As the week wore on, the bags news and my first editorial - thank
beneath mine and Amanda's eyes you, too. I promise that our section
got bigger and bigger, while our will improve in time, not unlike a
senses of humor got smaller and fine wine.

Student praises administration's parking plan
To the editor:
Everyone is always complaining about the "parking problem"
here at Clemson. I wish to go on
record in praise of the
administration's parking policy.
I drive to campus every day,
and I have never had any
difficulty in finding a parking
place. On those days when I
arrive before 6 a.m, I can usually
find a spot on this side of Lake
Hartwell.
When I first came to Clemson, I
had intended to make use of the
fitness facilities at Fike. But thanks
to the astuteness of our administrators, this has been unnecessary.
Walking to and from the parking
lots. Each semester I hike the
length of the Appalachian Trail-at
least twice! No wonder all the
students carry backpacks. If
Clemson wishes to cut its budget
, deficit, the administration should. ,
. consider investing, in Jansport.
This unrelenting commitment
to student fitness should earn our
undying gratitude.
For those students not interested in a daily workout, there are
the shuttle buses. The drivers are
always anxious to be of service. I
recall one night, as I left the
library, one of the drivers held the
bus as I approached the stop. He
waved me into the shuttle without
asking where I wanted to go.
Such helpfulness is typical. Being
in a hurry, I accepted his gentle
coercion. Forty-five minutes later,
he let me off the bus, right at the

library, that being the closest stop
to where I was parked. I got a
wonderful tour of the campus I
might otherwise have missed.
I have it from a most impeachable source that the administration has already purchased land in
Seneca for a new commuter
parking lot. Rumor also has it that
there are plans for a resident
student lot near Westminster.
An administration which takes
such a far-reaching view of
student needs deserves only our
sincerest praise.
The Wizard of Strode Tower

Columnist
just doesn't
get it either
To the; editor:'. . ' . '
I want to take issue with
Tyrone Walker's preposterous
editorial "Clemson women' just
don't get it." What does a woman
have to do to be a feminist in his
eyes? His article would lead one to
believe that no women on this
campus are energetic proponents
of equal rights and responsibilities
for women. Since this is obviously
not the case, he must feel that
only influentialor radically active
women can be true feminists.
Even though I agree that a bit
more activism on campus for

women's equality could be a good
thing, I do not subscribe to the
theory that radical activism alone
defines the role of a feminist Mr.
Walker's apparent failure to grasp
this concept leads me to believe
that it is he who 'just doesn't get
it,' at least, not completely.
If Mr. Walker is shrewd enough
to realize that it is not the way a
woman dresses that makes her a
feminist, he certainly ought to be
insightful enough to realize that
neither is it the extent of outward
activism she exhibits that qualifies
her as a supporter of women's
rights. There is a definite need for
people to speak out zealously
against any form of unfair
discrimination. In order to right a
wrong, it is often necessary for
"activists" to raise the public
awareness on the issue.
However, it is not necessary for
a woman to take this approach for
her to be a feminist nor for her to
be an effective proponent of.
women's rights. By ignoring this
not-so-activist majority, and
lumping all Clemson women into
a group that 'just doesn't get it,'
Mr. Walker has wrongfully
trounced upon thousands of
feminists who are very successful
at promoting their cause.
Granted, Hillary RodhamClinton and Anita Hill are indeed
fine examples of women who
have made a tremendous-impact
on the advancement of women's
rights. But let's face it; how many
people have the resources to
advocate their views in the

manner that these two women
sexist, but that statement alone
have? In order to eliminate the
rendered his entire article as
discrimination against women, we nothing more than another scrap
have to convince the average
to be tossed upon the fetid heap
person (male or female) that
of chauvinistic rubbish. Mr. Walker
discrimination is both real, and
may be out there looking into the
wrong. While influential people
faces of the females on this
and radical activism certainly play campus, but he must not be
a role in this endeavor, the
listening to what they are saying.
majority of less radical women
can have a greater effect.
John McCray
These women, simply by living
out their principles, belle the myth
that women are less competent
then men and that discrimination
and sexism are justified. Without
waving signs in front of the state
capital or appearing on national
To the editor:
television, they change attitudes
by setting performance standards
I am in the fifth grade at
in the workplace, tolerating no
Northeast
Elementary in Kearney,
sexism or discrimination from
Nebraska. I have adopted your
their peers, educating their fellow
state as a class project. I will.be
students on pertinent issues, and
doing a report and other projects.
generally convincing others, that
Then
later in'the'school'year at a
theirs is a valid cause, the people
whom they convince will rafee ah' ■ "States .Fair!'.. L will display and
report everything I have learned
entire generation of children
about your state. It would be
imbued with the principle of
helpful to me if you could print
gender equality.
this letter in your newspaper.
I suspect that Mr. Walker was
I could use postcards of your
merely trying to provoke a
reaction which he feels is needed. state, maps, brochures, information about wildlife, industry, neat
However, by essentially labelling
places to visit, statistics, and any
all Clemson women as substanother information or items your
dard feminists, he has not only
readers feel would be helpful.
overlooked but wrongfully
I have always wanted to visit
offended many true feminists. I
wonder if it is feminism or simply your state, so I chose it for my
state to study this school year. I
radicalism which he supports.
hope your readers can help with
Furthermore, I simply cannot
believe the 'no light bulbs'
continued on next page
comment. I don't believe he is a

Nebraska
fifth-grader
seeks help
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road, they are playing in front of
howling, unfriendly, packed
arenas. It appears we can only
come out to see Duke and
Carolina.
I believe that the team
deserves better than they are
getting from the student body.

continued from 5A
my project.
Thank you from Nebraska.
Holly Garretts
Northeast Elem.
Mr. Haas' Class
910 East 34th Street
Kearney, NE 68847

Frank S. Waesche HI
Class of 1972

Just the
facts, man

Tigers need
more student
support

To the editor:
Re: No more coach bashing ...
just fan bashing (February 12,
1993). People, Mr. Shirley, have
the right to change sports team
when they damn well please. I
may not like it myself, but you
have to respect that part of their
personality.
In fact, Mr. Shirley, the
bandwagon jumping is more
common in the Southern United
States that it is in the rest of the
United States. This information
was obtained at a conference I
attended in Charlotte, North

To the editor:
Once again I have tuned in to
watch the Tigers play another
home game (This time against
Virginia.) and once again the team
is playing tough in front of
sparsely filled Littlejohn. I don't
understand the lack of support for
our team.
When the Tigers are on the

Carolina during Games 6 and 7 of
the 1991 World Series. The
presenter, who is from Wisconsin
and currently attending Georgia
Southern, asked how many people
were for Atlanta in the World
Series. All but four or five people
in the room of thirty raised their
hands. He then asked how many
people supported Atlanta before
the World Series. Only three
people raised their hands.
Also, Mr. Shirley, please get
your facts straight. True, the
Chicago Bulls were eliminated in
the playoffs four straight years
before winning it all in 1991, but
in 1987, it was the Boston Celtics
and not the Detroit Pistons who
beat them (The Pistons did the
rest of the time: 1988, 1989, and
1990).
Additionally, concerning Joe
Montana being injured by the New
York Giants in NFL playoffs:
Montana was injured twice by the
Giants in the NFL playoffs.
Montana was injured both in the
1987 NFC Divisional Playoff and
in the 1991 NFC Championship
Game, both of which the Giants
won.

Ctomson University
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The Tiger reserves the right to edit or run
all letters at its discretion.

MONDAY- SATURDAY
11:30 AM-2:00 PM
Luncheon Specials Range
$3.05 - $5.05

DINNER
Golden
Dragon

4-

Clemson
Suite

Bi-Lo

SUNDAY - THURSDAY
5:00 PM - 9:30 PM
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
5:00 PM-10:00 PM
Combination dinners served with
soups, egg rolls, and fried rice.
Dine In / Carry Out

to Central

At Hwy 93
Next To
Clemson Suites

654-1551
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All letters to the editor should be sent to:
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Congratulations to the New
Student Alumni Council Members
Anne Marie Anthony
Jennifer Bagnal
Catherine Bladon
Brenton Bozard
Jeff Brown
Hoyt Burnett
John Byars
Catherine Collins
Leighanne Demaizzo
Susan Gallagher
Brad Lorbach
Alex Pigeon
Jessie Richardson
Joy Thames

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
affordable laser-quality printers.
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The new Apple
LaserWriter Select 300.
The new
AppkStyteWriter.il.

Invest in this printer line.
Now there's a faster, easier way to get great-looking papers - at a
price students can afford. The new, compact Apple® StyleWritef II printer
delivers laser-quality output while still fitting within your budget. And
the new LaserWriter" Select 300 gives you full-fledged laser printing, for

Avoid this printer line.
text and graphics that look sharp, crisp, professional. See both printers
now at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, as well as service during college? And discover the power to -emake your work look better than ever. The power to be your best!

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P& AS Building or call 656-3714
•Senfc to awihbto arty firm Apple Or^ReselUrsuMmAplfe
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iE.S.T. Program Pairs New Students and Mentors
d1 The Black Educational Support Team (B.E.S.T.)
ngram was organized at Clemson University in 1990
rorovide opportunities for African-American students
vlevelop their intellect, personality, and leadership
Us.

Since its inception, the number of B.E.S.T. program
participants has more than doubled. All AfricanAmerican students who are willing to get involved and
be a part of the B.E.S.T. Team are invited to participate!

A The B.E.S.T. Program pairs African-American
mhman and/or transfer students, known as mentees,
kh African-American upperclassmen who serve as
ontors. Mentors guide mentees through their first
s r at Clemson by serving as a role model, an advisor
A a supportive friend.

B.E.S.T. offers numerous workshops and programs
throughout the year. The major activity this semester
will be a cultural trip to Atlanta in April. The trip will
include a visit to the Martin Luther King Center, the
APEX Center, the Omni and Six Flags amusement
park.

At the end of each academic year, B.E.S.T. sponsors
a reception for its participants. Awards are presented
to both mentors and mentees in a variety of categories.
This year's reception will be held on April 22, 1993 in
the Multipurpose Room in Holtzendorff. Current
members are encouraged to bring potential new
members.
If you are interested in becoming involved in the
B.E.S.T. program, call 656-0500 or come by 103
Holtzendorff and see Barbara Kenhedy-Dixon. Don't be
less than the B.E.S.T.!

he CURE is Growing, Expanding Programs I* 93 TAPS Are Coming
1

irlThe CURE is growing by leaps and bounds! On
arch 21 a training session was conducted for seven
i -e new members of the organization. Time was
j at getting to know one another, as well as getting to
i w what the CURE is all about. Look
^upcoming news concerning program
mentations. The following is a list of
r se who were inducted during the
it recent training session:
(Michael Grump is a sophomore
roring in Mechanical Engineering.
3 s a member who has served as a campus tour guide
she University of Maine and was nominated for the
'It Improved GPA award.
Oiff Kendrick is a junior majoring in Animal and
ijrinary Science. He is currently a member of the
:*Psi Pre-Vet Club and the Block & Bridle Club.

Martha King is a freshman majoring in Parks,
Recreation & Tourism Management. She is currently a
member of Zeta Tau Alpha and the Presbyterian
Student Association.
Louis LaMothe is a sophomore majoring in Communications. She is a member
of Alpha Lambda Delta, serves as a Tiger
Lily and is a newscaster for WSBF.
Gretchen Richter is a freshman
majoring in Architecture. She has
competed on numerous speech teams and
was the Midwest National Champion. She was also
Young Women of the Year for 1992.
Anna Thomas is a sophomore majoring in Sociology.
She is a member of Alpha Lambda Delta, the Presbyterian Student Association, the Cultural Arts Committee
and Alpha Delta Pi sorority.

Congratulations to
The Tiger's New Staff
iOon't Miss the next First-year Leaders Are Starting
jj (F.L.A.S.H.) program:
i\ April 7th* 7p.m. * Lever Activity Lounge •
LOFI
i| Presented by Scott Nelson - Area Coordinator
H,\elyn Wallington - Assistant Director of Residential
Life IProgramming and
X Jeanine Ward - Associate Director of Student
Development Programs
til) all the FLASH members: bring your appetite and
wersation! If you'd like more information about this
firam or about FLASH, contact Jeanine Ward by
«ng 656-0512 or stop by her office located in 113
ijzendorff Hall.
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Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editor
Time-Out Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Computer Manager

Jason Balser
Geoff Wilson
Chris Sutherland
Jenny Wallace
Terrell Johnson
LouPotenza
Beth Warren
Lisa Hansen

The Office of Student Development would also like
to express congratulations to The Tiger for winning the
1992 Best Overall Collegiate Newspaper Award from
the S.C. Press Association. They won in the category
for colleges and universities with more than 10,000
students.

Let's Play Ball
Fraternity Area Hosts Tournament

525K2^

Thurs

■ 1 opics Incli.1
r
our Organizat lor
Butch Trent
Public Speaking - Almeda Jacks
Conflict Resolution - Rick Barnes
al Setting Techniques - Jeanine Ward
Rill V>i

Vdvis*

Cor

On Saturday, April 3rd and
Sunday, April 4th, the Fraternity
Residential Area Independent
Residential Hall Council is sponsoring the First Annual Quad Three on
Three Basketball Tournament.
Clemson University students (men and
women) are invited to participate in this event.
Prizes will be awarded for first and second places.
Winning team also will receive the tournament
basketballs.
First Prize: $120
Second Prize: $75
Registration for the tournament will be held in the
Loggia on Tuesday, March 2nd through Thursday,
April 1st from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Teams may register up
to four members for a registration fee of only $3
Limited space is available so sign up now!
Proceeds will be used to purchase a plaque which
will be placed in the Fraternity Area Office in the
basement of Wannamaker. The winning team members' names will be placed on the plaque this year and
in the years to come.
r For more information aboufcthe tournament, call
the Fratenuty*Residential Office at 656-0528 or call
Scott Schwan at 653-8587.

The 1993 TAPS will be arriving in April 19
rand will be distributed April 19-30 in the
Phantom Lot in front of the University Union.
If you have not already purchased a'copy of
TAPS, you can stop by the TAPS truck and
purchase a copy with Tiger Stripe, cash or check.
The '93 TAPS offers every student a chance
to preserve their memories of a great year!
Remember to bring your I.D.!

WSBF
Elects New
Officers
The Office of Student Development would like to congratulate the following students
who were elected to WSBF Senior Staff:
Program Director
Business Director
Chief Announcer
Production Director
Equipment Engineer
Music Director
Chief Engineer
Revenue Director
News Director

Becky Townsend
Todd Cundy
Matt Reinhart
Nick Deckman
Lisa Hansen
'..Julie Gelin & David Attaway
Michael Kloss
David Lin
Kristie Gantt

Student Senate Election Results
Agricultural Sciences
Scott E. Anderson
Stephen Wilson
Architecture
Kevin Mason
Guy Williams
Commersce & Industry
Jason Banks
Jim Malfetti
Theile Branham
Brian Capps
Foster Thomson
Paige Dugger
Frederick Soller
Rob Lennon
Kevin Hodge
Education
Christine Bell
Jennifer Clifton
Alexis Stackhouse
Kelly Vaughn
Engineeering
David Ashley
Chal Brasington
Betsy Coward
Michelle Doolittle
Eric Glass
Dan Heuer
Michael Kern
Lyle Roscoe
Travis Waters

Forestry & Recreation
Ashley Mullis
Liberal Arts
Dusty Lyn Broadway
Kim Fritz
Brian Huff
Ashley Jacobs
Michaela Sullivan
Mary Kay Mclntyre
David Vaughn
Nursing
Bump Bailey
Sciences
Trent Gillespie
Jessie Richardson
Jason Sheffield
Senior Class
Dan Garrison
Rob Mohering
Leigh Moddy
Andy Osborne
Junior' Class
Richard Cone
Kevin Stockdale
Elizabeth Garrison
Blythe Hamilton
Sophomore Class
Tripp Harper
Justin Nolan
Brian,Suber
Todd Thayer
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Student officers face issues
continued from 1A
dents, create a city/campus transit
system and implement a university
enrollment policy.
Driggers' main intent is to "place
undergraduate education as the
number one priority," he said. "Student Government has overlooked
some basic concerns of the student
body, the primary one being that
students want to know their representatives and feel as though they
are a factor in all decisions."
With this goal in mind, Driggers
plans to question the growing rate
of enrollment Clemson has seen in
the past years. "Students have been
admitted at three or four times the
rate that faculty have been hired,"
Driggers said.
"Students deserve to know how
the administration is planning to
increase or decrease the size of their
school because of the ramifications
it presents. Student Government
should be at the forefront of this
push."
Charlie Mauney, the student body
vice president, believes "apathy is
the number one problem with students on this campus," he said.
"People need to realize if they are
not a part of the solution, they are

part of the problem."
Mauney would like Ashley Cooper, the next student body vice president , to increase the awareness of
the Strategic Plan, expand the use of.
teacher evaluation guides and address the growth of the student
population.
Reconstructing the Student Government , the Task Force on Fees,
and elective credit for community
service for students are among
Mauney's achievements.
The concerns which face the
president's cabinet include community relations, the media, racism,
holding organizations accountable
for rules and regulations, and a debt
card system.
The next Student Senate must
also face student concerns. Tripp
Muldrow, senate president, believes
"we must leave this place better
than we found it."
In doing so, "good communication is important," said Muldrow. He
believes this can be done by mass
mailing, posting information, advertising in The Tiger, and implementing table tents.
Muldrow also added, "The Senate must be able to deal with small

issues in a direct and expedient
manner."
Individual committees on the
Senate have accomplished many
things.
The Traffic and Grounds Committee has participated in the development of a plan for bicycle traffic.
The committee also saw some
changes, as a Rules Amendment divided the committee into two separate committees. Created was the
Environmental, Safety and Parking
Committee.
The General Affairs Committee
saw the implementation of stamps
and a copier at the East Campus
Convenience Store. A recycling committee has been set up, "comprised
of students both inside and outside
student government," said Scott
Turner, the chairman of the General
Affairs Committee.
Above all, Student Government
is faced with issues which affect
students every day. Student input is
needed to make the mission of Student Government successful.
Muldrow added, "The leadership
from the top down should constantly
reinforce our purpose: to serve the
students of Clemson University."

IPTAY has new leader
byjosune Craig
stqffwriter
Have1 you ever wondered who
started the firing of the cannon at
Clemson football games? Or who
started the tradition of taking two
dollar bills to Clemson bowl games?
Well if is none other than new
Executive Director at IPTAY scholarship fund George Bennett
Replacing the former Executive
Director, Allison Dalton, who left
Clemson to take the position of
Executive Director of the Baptist
Medical Center Foundation in Easley,
Bennett is a Clemson graduate. This
is not the first time he has held this
position.
In 1972 through 1977 he ran the
IPTAY program, but he joined Clemson again with a new focus in mind,

ready to "take IPTAY to another
level," he said.
Bennett outlined several objectives in his new program.
For example, he would like to
start planned giving and special
benefit programs that include setting up new trusts and incorporating IPTAY in wills in order to
provide more possibilities for athletic funding.
"1 see IPTAY continuing to be a
leader in the Athletic Scholarship
Fund." he said. "Clemson was the
first school to reach the $1, $2, $3,
$4, and the $5 million marks. Well
now, Alabama is raising $7.5 million
and supposably the University of
Florida is going to raise 9 million."
He believes that IPTAY can set
the next record level to $10 million
and return to being number one.

Furnished and Unfurnished
Units For Rent or Sale
Call Bobbi Prater
Real Estate
654-3333
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COLLEGE GRADUATES
Put your education to work—become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career for the 90's"
at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest graduate-level American Bar
Association-approved program in the Southeast.
• Employment assistance-over 1,000 employers
in 38 states have hired our graduates.
• 3 month day program with housing available.
• 8 month evening program.
. Diversified Curriculum-specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate & Probate; all
courses include "Computers in the Law."

Meet with our representative
Monday, March 29, 8:45-4:00

Sii
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Contact College Placement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.
The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Road • Atlanta, GA 30326

It;

(800) 275-7842 • (404) 266-1060

Write news.
656-4006.

Please send me information about becoming a Lawyer's Assistant.

Name

——,

Address

—

City

State

Phone (day) (

-Zip
.Yr.Gtad
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Presented by

Intrigue
Mary Glazener will autograph copies of her
book, The Cup of Wrath: The Story of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Resistance to Hitler

MUD HONEY«NEIL YOUNG'BOB DYLAN-BLIND MELON

fa

Espionage
M
*J COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
2 R@CK<OUNTftY*JAZZ«SOUL-CLASSICAL

at the Clemson University Bookstore

Courage
Over 2500 Used CDs
T-Shirts
Posters
►Guitar Strings
•Imported CDs
•rvTacpa-zines
►Blank Tapes
►Gift Gertificates
OPEN: MON-FRJ10 to 8 • SAT10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)

654-4041
OVER 2500 USED CDs for $7.00
m-ssnA)i*3Noa 3A01 a3HJOwi3iagvo asis^avoriS'S

nmmmmm

Friday, March 26 from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Faith
FROM THE DUST JACKET:
"This magnificently
evocative novel based on
the life of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer will introduce
readers to a courageous
Christian who joined the
underground convinced it
was his duty to work for
Hitler's defeat."
"Mary Glazener has
captured the warmth,
humanity and intrigue of
this young pastor and
theologian."

It-
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Author Mary Glazener
1975 Clemson Graduate
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Order of Omega
Presents

MM

JxM
Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Many students would like to have been in scenes like this one during their break.

Spring break's fun but strange
by Ashley Jacobs
staff writer
The "winter storm of the season" ruined many students' plans, but some people had the time of their lives.
Doug Brewka went to Winter Park and Denver, Colorado, to go skiing.
"We drove 3000 miles. Weskiied. We got drunk. It
was good. The snow was cold-the beer was cold. I enjoyed
it," said Brewka.
Michelle Tirella's original plans were to be in New
Orleans for St. Patrick's Day, but, she said afterwards,
"Somehow I ended up in Boston, dancing with old
people."
A trip to Jamaica, set up by the Union, turned out to be
a dream come true for Amy Jo Hise.
"I met Ziggy Marley and his family. His mom was so
beautiful and sweet, and two of his brothers were there.
They pretty much looked stoned. We also saw Maxi Priest.
We had an awesome house with an ocean view, cooks,
and a security guard. We went up to Cornwall Beach and
arm-wrestled. Every day we got ourselves into something
crazy." The trip there arid back didn't go quite as well,
though.
*"

Sheila Eubanks,
Owner

Brenda A Dukes

"We had to sleep on the floor of the Charlotte
airport. It was freezing and US Air brought us blankets.
Our flight was supposed to leave a 9 p.m. Saturday
night, but it was cancelled. We almost didn't get out
of Montego Bay because they couldn't get one of the
engines to work," said Hise.
Amy Anders went to Florida with three other
people in a Mustang GT convertible.
"We took the convertible so we could ride with the
top down, but it rained the entire time. The trunk was
packed with luggage and the people in the back had to
ride holding their ankles. We went to Tampa and
Disney World and we went to the tanning bed because
we didn't want to come back without tans," said
Anders.
Some peopl? wanted to get in on the national news
scene, like Melissa Oliver, who went to Waco, Texas.
"We saw Branch Davidians. They were handing out
booklets about the New World Order," said Oliver,
who went to many places in Texas. "In San Antonio
we saw a homeless man vomit and get arrested. He
must have been drunk. We went to Hardin and met an
award-winning long-horn breeder. He shook our handsit was really nasty." '

Lynn Woodall

Blood Drive April 6-8 co-sponsored with ROTC
Fraternity Sing April 12 9-llpm Amphitheater
Sorority Sing April 13 9-llpm Amphitheater
Sports Competition April 12-14
3-on-3 Basketball, 3-on-3 Volleyball, Tug-of-War

Shirley Jones
Cooper

Get Hxcited -

Greek Week
1993!

Melissa Lay

Lisa Nichols

Stephanie Payne

Dena Recio

HAIR BIZ
Darcy Owens

Pj 654-0627
LdVe-fdUTTRESSA perm from ih&MrffiMft&$P

Timi Kalchthaler

"The Salon For Everyone"
(men, women & children)

TRESSA Colourage shades of perfection
When you expect the BEST!
Billy Keith

W An updo's for
formats,
proms & parties.
We use and recommend Tressa Professional Products for predictable results.

400-2 College Ave.
Magnolia Terrace
(across from Astro
Theatre)
Convenient parking

p
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Cultural awareness is alive
by Tyrone Walker
staff writer
Free round trip airline tickets,
German and Chinese cuisine and
entertainment will be available to
students and community during International Awareness Week.
University President Max Lennon
and Clemson Mayor Larry Abernathy
recently designated April 1-7 International Awareness Week.
The program's purpose is to recognize the presence of International
students, visitors, scholars and faculty in an effort to honor their
contribution to Clemson University
and the city of Clemson.
The week's programs are intended to "heighten public awareness on the university campus and
in the upstate of South Carolina of
the need for and value of international understanding and cooperation."
According to Louis Bregger, coordinator for International Student
Services, the main idea is to raise
campus awareness that will someday lead to international themes
being incorporated in everyday activities.
"One of the strategic goals is to
globalize the campus. So when you've

done that you don't have to tell
someone to do it anymore," said
Bregger.
"[In the future] when you're doing programming on campus, you're
going to make an international aspect of it . And it will all happen
naturally."
The activities begin Thursday
when the Clemson Area International Friendship(CAIF) sponsors a
special reception for international
students. President and Ruth Lennon
will host the reception at their home
from 5 - 6:30 p.m.
Students from Belize and Guatemala will present a video and talk
about their countries at the Language House from 7-10 p.m. Discussion and refreshments will be followed by music and dancing. The
International Student Association is
sponsoring the event.
ARA will be offering Japanese
cuisine for lunch as well as Mexican
cuisine for dinner in both SchhTeter
and Harcombe.
Sunday, April 4, students will
have the opportunity to travel
around the world, without leaving
campus. In the 6th annual International Festivals, students will have
an opportunity to sample cuisines
from various countries such as Mali,

Greece, Korea and Pakistan,
"The cameo event is the International Festival," Bregger, said "We're
going to have 30 tables with students from various countries preparing sample foods from their countries." The event will be held at
McGinty Mall, which is located in
front of the P & A building.
The samples can be purchased
with food tickets which will cost 50
cents each.
The festival will include live entertainment featuring students singing and playing instruments as well
as demonstrating traditional dances.
Children's events will include an
international petting zoo and a pinata.
In addition, those who pay an
optional admission charge will be
automatically registered to win two
free round trip airfare tickets to
anywhere in the world. Delta donated the tickets.
According to Breggers, students
will be mailed a schedule of events
for the remainder of International
Awareness Week.
For further information, students
are encouraged to contact the Office
of International Programs and
Services(OIPS) at 656-2357 or 6562347.
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COLLEGE AVE. • / 654-16:
654-1670
THE MOVIE EVERYONE IS TALKING ADOUT.
DOT NO ONE IS GIVING AWAY ITS SECRETS.

3%:

A Neil Jordan Film

THE CRYING GAME
play it at your own risk...
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REEKIALLERY
VST
353 College Avenue, Clemson, SC 29931
>CAPS
•SPORTSWEAR
> GIFTS

• GLASSWARE
• FUND RAISERS
• PLEDGE PACKAGES

I

'JEWELRY
•PADDLES

Sale
Mock Turtleneck Long Sleeve T-Shirts

Now only 10"
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Great selection of colors available

Sale Rack and Table
with Merchandise
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50% to 70% Off
Russell Shell Shorts
Originally - $8"
Closeout Price - 4
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Get Ready for Summer with
These Sale Items or Our New
Spring Selections
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)2 Miramax Films All tights ie
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Sri Lankan students enjoy
last year's food festival.

Take pictures for
The Tiger.
Call 6564007.
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Rich In Love
Movie Info Line 654-1670 or 654-3230
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Honors Sponsored Cultural Event
Saturaday, AprtflO

Visit the ^ittmort Estate

■

of the

HEART
A Creative Worship Experience for Students

during the festivalof"ftoivtrs
Come tour the George Vanderbilt's 1895 European Estate and
formal gardens and witness the arrival of spring in grand Victorian style.
Tickets are $12 ($7 for dues paying members). Students can make reservations in the Honors Office, 320 Brackett Hall until Monday, April 5.
Transportation will'he provided..1 . '>.?.;
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Sponsored by Clemson University B.S.U, and F.B.C.
Sunday -' 5:45 Free Spaghetti Supper
C.U. Charhher! Singers.
Monday - F.B.C. College Chorale'
Nachos and Cokes
Tuesday - A Beat Late
Coke Floats at B.S.U.
Wednesday - C.U. Gospel Choir
Mini-Pizzas,

U KYLE and SUSAN MATTHEWS
l

mm

7:00 p.m. First Baptist Church, Clemson
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Shooting at
Underground

ON-LINE (EARLY) REGISTRATION

Beginning in April 1993 students can register on-line (early) for the 1993 summer and
fall terms at terminals connected to the University mainframe computer. Personal
computers with a modem can also be used for dial-up access. The system gives an
immediate response as to whether or not a seat in a requested class has been reserved.
Students can use the on-line system to make schedule changes as often as they like
until on-line registration ends May 6 for first summer session, June 17 for second
summer session, and July 29 for fall semester. Traditional registration forms will be
used during walk-thru registration at the opening of each term for students still
needing to enroll in courses, make schedule changes, clear registration restrictions
or pay fees.
Entrance to on-line registration is based on the student's classification and is
controlled by specific windows of access. Students cannot register earlier than their
access window date and time. However, once their window opens, they have access
until July 29. Classification is established for all students on March 3, 1993, and it is
based on the number of credits earned plus enrolled credits in the 1993 Spring
semester. Classification for new transfer students is based on transfer credits posted
to the academic record as of March 3 plus enrolled credits in the 1993 spring semester.
Students can use Student Information Services at a computer terminal to view their
academic records and verify their classification. Freshmen have a total of 0-29
credits, sophomores 30-59, juniors 60-94, and seniors 95 and above.
Classification
Opening Access Date
Graduates ...
Monday, April 5
Seniors and Honors Program
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 6, 7
Juniors
Thursday and Saturday, April 8 and 10
Sophomores
Monday and Tuesday, April 12, 13
Freshmen
Wednesday and Thursday, April 14, 15

ACCESS

INITIAL ACCESS

dan arrested
n campus hit
ind run

environmental
iwareness tips
rom SEA
I A Green Piece
il Environmental. Tips from Stu1 tnts for Environmental Awareness
Help conserve paper and save'
:ees by reducing the amount of
ink mail sent to your box or resi] snee. You can do so by writing to:
-Mail Preference Service .'. Direct Marketing Association
11 West 42nd St. P.O. Box 3861
il New York, NY 10163-3861
| Ask them to keep your name
Dm being sold to most mailing list
impanies. This can reduce your
! nk mail up to 75% and will save
ra from having to sort through a
(t of trash to find the good things in
Jar box.
SEA meets every Tuesday at 7:30
Daniel 304.

When an access window first opens, student numbers (social security numbers) will
be phased in at one hour intervals. The phase-in is keyed to the last digit of the student
number. The timetable for initial access is shown below.

TIMETABLE POR INITIAL ACCESS TO ON-LINE REGISTRATION
Last Digit of
Student No.

Junior*

Sophomore*

Freshman*

Mon. Apr. 5
4:30 p.m.

Senior* ft
Honor Program
Tues. Apr. 6
4:30 pan.

Thurs. Apr. 8
4:30 p.m.

Mon. Apr. 12
4:30 pjn.

Wed. Apr. 14
4:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

5:30 pjn.

5:30 pjn.

5:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

6
7

5:30 p.m.

6:30 pjn.

6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

7:30 pjn.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 pjn.

7:30 p.m.

8
9

6:30 p.m.,

8:30 pjn.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

Wed. Apr. 7
4:30 pjn.

**Sat Apr. 10
12 Noon

Tues. Apr. 13
4:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

5:30 pjn;

1p.m.

5:30 pjn.

5:30 pjn.

7:30 p.m.

6:30 pjn.

2 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.nt

8:30 p.m.

7:30 pjn.

3 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 pjn.

4 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

4
5

i t Amanda Heaton
offwriter
A hit and run occurred Tuesday
11 South Palmetto Rd. in front of the
ist Campus Store.
Charles Ray Robinson Jr., 42, of
a, was charged with driving under
e influence, driving under suspenMI and leaving the scene of an
tident.
According to Chief Lonnie Saxon
I the Clemson Police, Robinson
rossed the center line at 3:20 p.m.,
riking the vehicle in the opposite
n? on the left side."
Robinson immediately fled the
ene, but was apprehended a short
bile later.
The student driving the car, whose
i une was not released, was treated
id released from Oconee Memorial
I sspital.
! Robinson is a habitual offender
: hich means that he has had over
iur D.U.I, charges.
I -He was also using a North CaroI la license which is questionable
nice his license is suspended in
i rath Carolina.
! Because of this, Saxon feels sure
at Robinson will be dealt with in
oth states.

~
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V pntinued from 1A

I "The law holds the licensee rexmsible to maintain peace on the
iiense premises," Dorton said.
i A hearing will be held March 30
ij Columbia to uphold the immedijje suspension of the Ucense.
"The hearing is for the ABC Comission to determine whether we
111 keep the license in suspension
I ml a full revocation hearing can
sfheld," Dorton said.
ji In order to keep the license sus|i aided, there must be evidence of a
i mtinuing emergency. According to
: niton, an example of such an emer,; juicy could be if there was danger
1 at the friends of people involved
liJDuld show up for retaliation.
i[j If the license remains suspended,
I id Dorton believes that it will,
If. Ipther hearing will be held in about
n (month.
i J "At a later point we will allege
||at the licensee has allowed related criminal acts on the premise,"
s said. The Commission will then
scide to either revoke the license,
spend it, impose a monetary penty or find the licensee not guilty.
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1
2
3

Graduate

Thurs. Apr. 15
4:30 p.m.

♦Classification is established for all students on March 3,1993 and it is determined
by credit hours earned plus current enrolled hours.
♦♦Friday was not used because most computer labs are not accessible after 6 pan.
Advising procedures vary among academic departments. Watch for special
instructions about advising. General University guidelines indicate advising for
early registration should occur March 31-April 13.
WS9WBW?
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MATERIALS

CHANGING
MAJORS
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STEP2
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Individual degree progress reports, early registration schedule cards, and on-line
registration instruction sheets will be in the student's major department by March 30.
The 1993 Summer I Fall Schedule Booklets will be available at the Student Union by
March 30. Students' degree progress reports are available year-round at computer
terminals for viewing on-line via Student Information Services (SIS), and the
schedule booklet can be viewed on-line via SIS. beginning March 8. The student
instruction sheet shows the location of terminals and the hours they are available for
early registration.
Students planning to change majors should do so by March 2. Change-of-Major forms
are available in the Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. If form is turned in after
March 2, ask for special instructions in Student Records.

Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as possible. Record course requests on the
two-part early registration card. Have advisor sign the department copy and retain it.
Keep the student copy for use when entering course requests. The advising number
printed on the early registration schedule card is needed when registering on-line.
If you need assistance in knowing your computer ID and computer password, go to the
Help Desk in the R F. Poole Agricultural Center. You must show a picture ID.
After your access window opens, go to a terminal in one of the computer labs listed on
the student instruction sheet available in your major department. Select Student
Information Services (SIS) from the initial menu screen. Then select the On-line
Registration System and follow instructions. Students with personal computers and
modems may access the system by dialing 656-4804. Call Help Desk at 656-3494 if
assistance with dial-up access is needed.
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Campus Bulletin
Announcements
Passover is coming! Jewish students are invited to attend the Community Passover Seder on Mond.,
Apr. 5 as guests of Congregation
Beth Israel. For more info., call Dr.
Richard Klein at 654-6108 or 6563746.
Attn. Liberal Arts Seniors: Career
Planning/Job Search Techniques
Workshop. The workshop will meet
from 3:30-5 p.m. in RM. 207 YMCA
building on Mar. 31. Call 65&0335
to sign up.
Meet your marketing professors
at The Amer. Marketing Assoc. meeting on Wed., Mar. 31 in Rm. 364
Sirrine. Pizza and soft drinks will be
served. Elections will also be held
then.
Thirty-something? Or even age
25 and an undergraduate? We are
starting a club to meet the needs of
older undergraduates. Organizational meeting April 1 at 4 p.m. P&A
Auditorium.
Love Knows No Gender. The
Lambda Society invites people of all
sexual orientations to participate in
social and educational activities and
make new friends. ContactP.O. Box
5795 University Station, Clemson,
S.C. 29632-5795. Confidentiality assured.
POW/MIA "Honored Warriors,
you are not forgotten." The Arnold
Air Society and Angel Flight of Clemson University ask that you do not
forget those who have served and
are missing.

For Sale
88 Ford Tempo GL, AT, A/C,
Cruise, Tilt, PS, PB, PL, 4 DR,
93,000MILES. Runs excellent!
$3000. Call 653-7776 or 244-0225.
82ToyotaCelica. Excellent cond.,
low mileage. Must sell. Please make
an offer. Call Frank at 269-2113.
Matching sofa, love seat and chair.
Perfect for the summer. $100. 6544975

Lost & Found
Found: Pen and Pencil set. Call
Steve at 6564845 to identify.

Rentals
Crystal Clean Mini Storage for
rent. Just 7 miles from campus. Come
123 Bypass West to the red light at
Ingles. Turn left. We are a 1/2 mile
on the left. We have student discounts with ad. Call 885-9815.
2 females needed to sublease at
Univ. Place. Private bedrooms, furnished. Available 5/1. $200/mo. We
pay your utilities (power & cable).
Contact Julie or Ashley at 654-6701.
Summer sublease available both
sessions. 3 BR, 1BA, semi-furnished
house w/ outdoor dog kennel! Only
$350/mo + water & utilities. 5 min.
from campus. Call John at 885-1046.
Two apartments available August
1st. Two bedroom, one bath fully
equipped kitchen in Crawford
Court. Call Lana Caban at 654-0083.
SHORECREST APARTMENTS:
Walking distance to campus. 2 & 3
BR furnished & unfurnished, two
balconies per apartment, central air,
water included. Call 654-0083.

Help Wanted
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries. Earn $600+/week
in canneries or $4,000+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over $8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male
or Female. For employment program, call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5381.
Lifeguard, WSI, manager positions at Greenville-Simpsonville
pools. Certification required. For
interview, call (803) 244-1915.
$ 500 WEEKLY, NEW! EASY! Stay
home, any hours. EASY ASSEMBLY
$21,000; EASY SEWING $36,600;
EASY WOOD ASSEMBLY $98,755;
EASY CRAFTS $76,450; EASY
JEWERLY $19,500; EASY ELECTRONICS
$26,200;

MATCHMAKING $62,500; INVESTIGATING $74,450; TV TALENT
AGENT $40,900; ROMANCE AGENT
$62,500. No selling. Fully Guaranteed. FREE Information-24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379-2900 Copyright
# SC018151
Attn Charlotte Area Students:
Wanted Paramount's Carowinds Lifeguards. Must have current American
Red Cross Lifeguard Training, ARC
First Aid, ARC Comm. CPR Certificates. Great Pay! For more info., call
Nathan Martin at 858-7574.
GREEKS & CLUBS: $1,000 an
hour! Each member of your fraternity, sorority, team, club, etc. pitches
in just one hour and your group can
raise $1,000 in jifst a few days! Plus
a chance to earn $ 1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation. 1-800-9320528, ext. 65.
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim
Instructors, summer positions available in the North Suburban Atlanta
area. Certification classes available.
Call Swim Atlanta Pool Management
at 992-7665.
Would you like to earn an additional $2000/month? Is it worth 30
minutes of your time? Call 654-3535.
$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE information-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900
Copyright
#
SC018150.

Employment Group: (206)632-1146
ext.J5381

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make money teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan
and Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,000+
per month. Many provide room &
board + other benefits! No previous
training or teaching certificate required. For International Employment program, call the International

ATS
HATS,
UiIAAtiSj*
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Personals

Miscellaneous
Travel and Earn college credit in
paid 12-week summer internship.
Call 1-800-251-4000, ext. 1428..
Do you need a tutor? We have the
people who can help. The Tutor
Connection has tutors in a variety of
subjects including math, engineering, english, management, sciences
and much more. Call today for better grades. 656-4079 day 653-8491
night.
North Myrtle Beach Ocean Drive
Apt. Summer Leases Available. 1803-449-6625 or 1-803-272-5980.
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only $229!! Jet there anytime
for only from Florida, $169 from
Northeast with AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go! & NY Times.)
AIRHITCH ® 212-864-2000.
Guaranteed

Scholarships
1(800)666-2137.

if

304: When is the next round?
Thanks to all of my GSA can*
paign supporters. Send me any concerns or suggestions via interoffice
mail, College of Engineering 116
Riggs Hall. Sincerely, Lisa A. Hanks
GSA President-elect.
Thank you St. Jude for answering my prayers. DC

P

<-

Mary Kopczyk: All ofyourfriends
hope you get well soon! We love
you!
Helium Head: Thanks for the
flower. B.
JT: Would you like some eggs &
sausage with your jelly toast? PB
Dear MR: Thanks for a great
spring break! Can't wait on you to
take care of this! I love you! Quack!
Quack!

III "

Need college money? We locate
personalized scholarships. Free
sample. 800-392-4634

Congratulations to all the Clem- I'lfel
son Equestrian Team riders who
competed at UGA & COC. You all [:
were terrific!! Love, Exec.
11

Need Papers Typed? Stephen
Gray. $1.75/page. 654-8939 (leave

Q & JT: M K S B. Who knows? We
will never remember! Love, PB

□
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Work this summer and see beautiful Alaska. 6Kto lOK/mo. possible.
College Employment Services. 706251-2412.
Summer Jobs: Camp Burnt Gin,
DHEC's camp, near Sumter, for children who have a physical disability,
is seeking summer staff: Lifeguards,
Counselors, Administrative Asst. Call
737-4050 for further information.
EOE

message).
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101 Keith Street • Clemson, SC
653-5020
p' Clemson
does have a
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Bagels
Too!
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Mon.-Sat. 7AM-Nobn, Sun. 8AM-12:30PM
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SCHOLARSHIP MATCHING SERVICE
Scholarships
Fellowships

Grants
Loans

Work-Study
Internships

Most Have: No GPA Requirements
No Proof of Need Required
No Age Requirements
As much as $6.6 billion in student aid from Corporations and
Foundations goes unclaimed because people do not know the money
exists or how to apply for it. For information packet write to: College
Money Finders, Rt. #1, Box 124-B, Suite 210, Graiteville, S.C. 29829
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SUMMER^

fltaY MOUSE* GOOFY* /»L BASEBALL
NFL*HYPNOTIC* BROTHA/KUN
V-BALL • COLLEGIATE* NBA
AW MORE ON THE WAY!!!

ALL HATS 15% OFF 3A26-4/3
C&k&s fty Cheryt
and IncrecfiBfe 'EdiSfes
•Adult and childrens* birthday ikes
•Weddings by specialty
•Cakes, cookies, breads, anil more
•Catering and delivery available

110-2 Calhoun St.
Clemson SC 29631
654-8600

Free Dessert Bar with Purchase of Lunch Plate
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Youth Service International is seeking young
adults, 17-25 years old, to join an expedition to
America's last frontier.

fa
•ton
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From June 11 to August 14 you may be building a cabin in a_
remote forest, developing a trail system in a park, studying
endangered species, trekking across a glacier or seakayaking in Prince William Sound.
Team Member tuition is $2800 and you can raise your
tuition through fund raising activities in your home
community. YSIis a tax exempt, non-profit corporation.

Two months of adventure in the Alaska
wilderness will leave you with the best
memories, the best stories, and the best friends
you have ever had. If you're serious about your.
summer, contact YSI today for your application.
302 N. Blount Street, Raleigh, NC 27601 (919) 733-9366

t

Youth Service
international
'
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Tiger Fact
This season marked the first time in coach
Jim Davis' career at Clemson that the Lady
Tigers failed to win at least 20 games. But
they did make the NCAA Tournament for
the sixth time in a row, all under Davis.
March 26, 1993
Lou
Potenza
SPORTS
EDITOR

March madness...
It's March and that can only mean one
thing.
St. Patrick's Day?
No. March Madness!
Do you mean Spring Break?
No, The Big Dance.
But isn't the Underground closed?
Yes, but I'm talking about the NCAA Tournament.
Oh, that.
Yes, that. If you didn't know what I was
talking about, then you don't know anything
about college basketball. You might as well be
a referee for the Ohio Valley Conference.
It's that time of year again: college updates
everyday until April, office pools, Cinderellas
and Dick Vitale's bald head.
So here are some thoughts about what's
happened so far and what lies ahead:
Thank you Santa Clara. I'm tired of hearing
about how good Arizona's program is. You
wanna know how good it is? Try two years and
two games. See ya Lute. Lute? Isn't that what
Zamfir is the master of? The Panlute?
The way Georgia Tech played against Southern, you can't blame Bobby Cremins for going
to USC. With all the losing they'll do in the
SEC, at least he won't have to worry about his
hair turning white. He could go bald, though.
Yinka Dare. Why? Just because I like the
way it sounds.
Penn. Quakers. Sounds vicious, doesn't it?
Not a bad ballclub,though; go ask UMass.
Speaking of UMass, did they realize that
the opening tip meant the game had started?
Or did they think it was one of those ceremonial-type things?
The Fighting Blue Hens of Delaware. I've
never seen a blue hen, let alone one that could
fight.
Ball State. You just gotta love their cheer,
"Let's go Ball!"
Poor Rhode Island. Honestly, they aren't
that bad. But is UNC that good? Doubt it. Also,
since Toucan Smith's only title came gift
wrapped with Jordan, Worthy, Perkins and an
errant pass, he isn't exactly a "big game"
winner, ya know?
The Western Kentucky Hilltoppers.
Hilltopper. Isn't that what Clarence Thomas
was supposed to have done?
41-8. That's a lead that Cincinnati had at
one point over New Mexico St. Now that's a
lead. Unless you're the Houston Oilers, of
course.
Speaking of leads: uh, UCLA coach Jim
Harrick, that 'clang' you heard wasn't John
Wooden collapsing, but Jalen Rose's shot
hitting the rim. Get a clue, Jim. Better yet, go
coach in the Ohio Valley Conference.
That UCLA/Michigan game was the best of
the tournament so far, though.
Followed closely by Cal/Duke. Great game,
great drama and one helluva shot by Jason
Kidd.
Quiz # 1: Describe Coach K in one word.
Answer: Class.
Quiz # 2: Describe LSU coach Dale Brown
in one word.
Answer Jackass.
Some things to look for this weekend:
Yinka and the Colonials vs. the Bald Babies
from Michigan.
Billy McCaffrey going for his third Final
Four ring, this time with Vandy.
If Bobby (Bass Mouth) Sura starts to hit
some shots, FSU could be looking at a trip to
New Orleans.
Finally, my pick for the 1993 National
Champion is Kentucky. Why? Jamal Mashburn
and coach Rick Pitino. Why Pitino? Well, he's
a Yankee like myself, and well, check out my
last name. .

Spirts
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Henson captures NCAA title
by E.J. Geddings
staffwriter
After transferring
from the University of
Missouri, Sam Henson
had his sights set on the
national championship,
but he was unsure
whether he would have
the opportunity to
wrestle for it.
On Saturday, March
Henson
20, the opportunity
arose for Henson to wrestle for his dream, and
he took full advantage of it as he won the
National Championship in the 118-pound
weight class.
On his way to the National Championship,
Henson defeated the number six, two and one
seeds. By winning the title, Henson goes
down in the record books for several things

here at Clemson. Henson becomes only the
second wrestler in Clemson history to win a
national title. Noel Loban won the 190-pound
title in 1980. Henson also continues his longest winning streak record as he finished the
season with a record 34-0, including 5-0 in the
NCAAs. He is the first Clemson wrestler in
history to post a perfect record for an entire
season. As a result of his outstanding performance at the national tournament, Henson
became the Tigers' fifth All-American wrestler
in history.
Henson defeated the number one ranked
Chad Zaputil of Iowa 3-2 to win the championship. Zaputil had been the NCAA runnerup in
each of the last two seasons and he defeated
Henson during the semifinals of the 1991
tournament, 12-2. Henson said, "Yes, I guess
it was in the back of my mind that he had beat
me earlier, but I was working so hard the
entire tournament that I didn't have time to
think about it."

To begin the championship match Henson
scored first with a two-point takedown at :57
of the first period. Only 24 seconds later
Zaputil came back to score one point as a
result of an escape. Zaputil ties the match at
two with another escape in the second period.
Henson took the lead for good, 3-2 with an
escape with just 1:41 left in the match. Henson
was warned for stalling with.:35 seconds left,
but stayed active enough for the remainder of
the match to clinch the victory.
The road to the championship match was
a tough one for Henson, but all of his efforts
were rewarded in the end. In the first round,
he defeated Dante Smith of Morgan State, 207. In his second round match, Henson stopped
Tom Sinacoree of Old Dominion, 17-0. In the
quarterfinals of the tournament, Henson defeated Penn State's Shawn Nelson, 7-1. At the
time of the match, Nelson was the number-six
see HENSON, page 6B

Blazers benefit from bad call in Birmingham
by Mike KoHnko
staffwriter
On Monday, the dreams of a National
Invitational Tournament Championship for
the Clemson men's basketball team ended.
The controversial 65-64 loss to the University
of Alabama-Birmingham in the second round
of the NIT came not on a buzzer beating shot
but rather on an inadvertent whistle blown by
one of the three Ohio Valley Conference
officials.
With 51 seconds left to play in the contest,
the Tigers led 64-62 until UAB's Robert Shannon drained a three from the top of the key to
put the Blazers ahead by a point. This was
UAB's first lead of the entire second half.
Quickly, the Tigers inbounded the ball and
opted not to call a time-out, but rather just
play for the win. As the Tigers continued to
run the clock down, Chris Whitney passed the
ball to Andre Bovain on the left side of the key.
Bovain drove to the baseline, stopped and in
what appeared to be a traveling violation,
tripped over a defender while dishing the ball
to Sharone Wright. Wright, then layed in the
apparent winning bucket. The scoreboard
read Clemson 66, UAB 65 with only three ticks
on the clock remaining.
As the Tigers celebrated, one of the three
officials dashed to the scorers table with his
hands on his head pointing to the shot clock,
indicating that the shot clock had expired.
After an extended discussion at half court
between the three officials and the two coaches,
one of the referees emerged with a statement
that was not to Clemson's liking.
One of the officials, after confirming with
the time-keeper, decided that he was in error
but the basket was still waved off. So instead
of being up by a point, Clemson trailed by a
point.
Trying to correct the error, the officials
awarded Clemson the ball under the UAB
basket with the clock showing :06.
After a couple of time-outs, Chris Whitney
found Wayne Buckingham in the key.
Buckingham had a good look at the basket,
but the shot rattled off the rim. Quickly,
Wright picked up the missed shot but his putback was too strong as it rolled in and out of
the basket.
UAB's Willie Chapman grabbed the loose
ball, dribbled to the middle of the court and
heaved the ball into the air in jubilation even
though the clock still read :04. It didn't matter
at that point because it had malfunctioned,
and the officials ran off the court waving their
arms, indicating that the game and Clemson's
season was over.

Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Sharone Wright scores the game-winning baskeL.or does he? The basket
was waived off due to an inadvertant whistle, allowing UAB to hold on.
Following the game, Ellis said, "There was
a lot of controversy in this basketball game. I
have to say I am disappointed at some of the
things I saw on the court. But I don't want to
get into that too much even though our kids
were taking some tough licks out there."
The first half can best be described as a
defensive struggle. Although the Tigers shot a
meager 32 percent in the first half, they
entered the locker room only trailing by a
point.
At the 16:34 mark in the second half, UAB's
head coach Gene Bartow was hot under the
collar and got hit with a technical foul. The
technical foul, along with physical inside play
helped the Tigers to go on a 15-2 run that gave

them a 12 point lead with 14:05 to play.
But the Blazers would not bow down so
easily in front of their home crowd of 7,800
plus. At the blink of eye, UAB went on an 112 run and at the 6:55 mark tied the game at 5252. The Tigers built a lead once again but
could never get it higher than four points. The
Tigers didn't trail until Shannon hit the clutch
shot that proved to be the decisive jab that
knocked the Tigers out of post-season play.
For Clemson, Sharone Wright was the high
scorer with 18 points and 15 rebounds. Andre
Bovain chipped in with 14 points.
The loss left the Tigers with an impressive
17-13 overall record. Impressive, because most
experts predicted a losing season for CU.
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Boys of summer end long, Track second again
cold winter as spring arrives
Mike Hampton keyed the Clem- and scoring four runs while driving
son attack by going 2-for-2, driving in two.
in two runs and scoring three after
For spring break, the Tigers venpinch-running for Dexter McCleon tured west to California to compete
(who also had to leave for football in the Best of the West tournament
16-6.
Maybe the record is a bit below practice). Second baseman Jeff Morris in Fresno. Nebraska opened the week
last year's mark of 20-2, but having went 2-for-3 with a walk and a run with a 5-0 win over Clemson. The
lost seven of the top contributors .scored.
Cornhuskers' Troy Brohan shucked
Two of the three weekend games the Tiger offensive attack with a
from last year's squad (including
three starting pitchers and a closer), with Virginia prior to spring break three-hitter and 16 strikeouts. The
Inexperience was bound to cost the were snowed out, but Friday's win loss ended a five-game CU winning
over the Cavaliers was a pounding, streak.
Tigers a few games.
And 16-6 ain't too shabby; heck, 15-1. Phillips pitched and raised his
But Clemson broke even for the
14-6 earned a No. 19 ranking in the record to 4-0. Billy McMillon, who week at 3-3, and claimed seventh
injured his back last week but is place. Phillips got his fifth win of the
USA Today poll.
The two additional wins came in expected to return today, thanks to year on the mound, and earned
Wednesday's doubleheader against a favorable MRI examination, led another with a bottom-of-the-elevGeorgia Southern, as Clemson de- the way by going 3-for-4 with a walk enth homer.
feated the Eagles 10-7 and 4-1.
Chad Phillips plucked the feath•'.
ers from the Eagles' wings, throwing
four-hit ball over six innings while
walking just two and striking out
four in the twilight edition. Phillips
upped his record for the year to 6-0
as the senior continues to lead the
young pitching staff by example.
Shane Monahan led the attack
from the plate, going 2-for-4 with an
RBI and a run scored, while "Let's
Go" Joe Taylor went 2-for-3 and
scored a run, and Andy Monin went
2-for-3 with an RBI.
The opener was a little rockier.
Jeff Sauve threw three innings before leaving for football practice,
yielding four earned runs on five
hits and no walks. Rodney Williams
(who is and has never been involved with Clemson football; that's
someone completely different) allowed three earned runs on two hits
in one-third of an inning. Andy
Allissa Savage/interim senior staff photographer
Taulbee earned the win by holding
Georgia Southern scoreless through Mike Eydenburg looks at a pop-up... or is he just amazed,
the final 3-2/3 innings, striking out
like the rest of us, to see a warm sun in the sky?
four.
by Bill Zimmerman
assistant sports editor
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by Bob Sayre
staff writer

Clemson's Michael Green and
Wesley Russell captured NCAA Championships at the Men's Indoor Track
Meet in Indianapolis on March 12
and 13. As a team, the Clemson
men's track team finished second in
the nation for the second consecutive year behind perennial national
champion Arkansas.
Green, a senior and a member of
the Jamaican Olympic team, renewed
his title as the nation's fastest collegiate sprinter by winning the 55
meter dash for the second consecutive year. In doing so, Green became
the first two-time NCAA track and
field champion in Clemson men's
history.
"It's a good feeling, knowing that
I could go back there and repeat as
national champion," said Green. "It
shows that the first one wasn't a
fluke."
Green's time of 6.15 seconds was
slightly slower than his J992 championship and NCAA record time of
6.08 seconds. Nevertheless, Green
easily outran his challengers as evidenced by the second-place finisher's
time of 6.26 seconds. "[The competition] was much easier this time
around," explained Green.
"He didn't get off to his best start
in the finals, but made up ground
quickly and showed that he was
clearly the class of the field," said
coach Bob Pollock.
Wesley Russell earned his title in
the 400 meters with a time of 45-92
seconds-the third fastest time ever
in the world for that event. "I was
trying to go faster because I wanted
to get the NCAA record in that event,"
said Russell. "I didn't get that. But I

ran well, and it felt good. I was
pleased with the time."
Altogether, nine men competed
for Clemson in the NCAA Championships. Senior Cormac Finnerty finished third in a tight 3,000 meter
race. Finnerty had the fastest time in
the trials, but he was forced to lead
the pack in the finals when the pace
slowed. Finnerty led until, the final
50 meters when two other runners
squeezed past.
Sophomore Duane Ross earned
Ail-American honors in the 55-meter
high hurdles by finishing fourth with
a time of 7.26 seconds. John Thorp
placed 14th in the high jump with a
height of 7'-3".
Anthony Knight qualified in the
55 meter hurdles but was unable to
compete because of a hamstring
injury.
Arkansas won the meet and captured a remarkable 10th consecutive indoor national championship
with a team total of 66 points. Clemson finished with 30 points, and
Tennessee placed third with 25
points.
"[Arkansas] did a very good job,"
said Pollock who was named district
coach of the year. "We had to have
a perfect meet in order to win, and
they would have to have not quite as
strong a performance."
With no time to rest on their
laurels, the Tigers have now plunged
into the outdoor season. They hosted
the Clemson Relays at the Rock
Norman Track Complex last Saturday while many of the top athletes
competed in the Jamaica Relays in
Kingston, Jamaica.
This weekend the men compete
at Alabama before hosting another
meet April 3, featuring Auburn, Illinois and Ohio State.

Tech beats Tigers in Grapplers take third in ACC, nail down
regular-season finale highest NCAA finish in Clemson history
by E.J. Geddings
staff writer

Dernian of Liberty, 8-0, but was
pinned by Brad Rozanski of
Bloomsburg at the 6:50 mark of the
Hard work, endurance, and prepa- next match. Mike Miller, 150-pounds,
The Tigers blew a wonderful opportunity to increase their chances
ration pay off in the end as the Tiger was defeated by Phil Armstrong of
for a possible NCAA tournament bid when the Georgia Tech Yellow
wrestling team found out in the BYU in the first round of action by
Jackets defeated them at Littlejohn for the first time in eight years, 66NCAA tournament in Ames, Iowa Jamie Byrne of Northern Iowa, 12-3.
59, March 7.
Mike Mammon, Clemson's sixth qualiMarch 18-20.
CU defeated Tech last month in Atlanta, 83-80, but couldn't put the
Six Tigers qualified to compete in fier, was forced to forfeit his 142ball in the basket this time. Tech used a tight zone on Sharone Wright,
the nationals after strong showings pound match due to an illness.
which forced the Tigers to do their scoring from the perimeter.
According to head coach Gil
all season. ACC individual champiBut the Tigers never found the basket. They finished the game
ons Sam Henson, Troy Bouzakis and Sanchez, "With Sam's national chamshooting less than 35 percent from the floor, including a dismal 21.2
Tim Morrissey automatically received pionship and the team's 13th place
percent from 3-point range (seven of 33), and the crowd of 8,500
bids to compete while Mike Miller, finish, Clemson's wrestling program
witnessing Chris Whitney's final regular season home game as a Tiger,
Mike Mammon and Chris Donegan is at an all-time high. Even though
went home in dismay.
received wild card bids for their this year was great for all of us, we
The first half got off to a slow start with both teams scoring a total
accomplishments all season. The six will expect even more next year."
of 10 points in the first five minutes. Tech started a run of nine straight
A strong performance at the ACC
qualifiers match the highest number
points after that and had built a nine point lead with 13:02 remaining
of NCAA participants in school his- tournament March 5-6 allowed the
in the half. But the emotional crowd, hungry for a win, charged the
Tigers to compete as well as they did
tory.
Tigers and they closed out the half with a 22-12 run. They led 27-26.
The Tigers finished the national at the national tournament. The TiBoth teams came out the second half with determined faces and the
tournament with a 13th place finish. gers finished with a strong thirdgame stayed close, but the Tigers weren't hitting from outside enabling
This year's final ranking tops the place showing behind ACC teamTech to collapse on CU's inside game and pretty much snuff out
Tigers previous best finish of 14th in champion North Carolina and runWright's presence.
ner-up North Carolina State.
1980.
"We finally did an outstanding job on Sharone Wright," said Tech
Sam Henson finished a perfect- ... Sam Henson, Troy Bouzakis and
jcoach Bobby Cremins. "He is fantastic and always kills us."
season as he beat Iowa's Chad Tim Morrissey claimed individual
The game took a sudden swing to Tech's advantage with 4:19 left,
\
£aptjtil}3-2 to win tfe|e national ch$m- j* conference titles for the Tigers in
when Devin Gray, who had scored 17 points up to that point, fouled
'. -pionshrp jn^hfe ^i 1,8-pounjl'ela'ss ftJr $ their respective weight classes. The
out Tech was'up four it 'thai-point and never really looked back.
' the Tigers.; Herisoh-becomes only three individual championships go
Tech's Drew Barry hit a clutch 3-pointer with 2:29 remaining and
the second wrestler in Clemson his- down in the record books as an allTech was up 56-51. CU never recovered after that basket and couldn't
tory to win a National Champion- time high for the Clemson wrestling
knock down any 3-point shots of their own (three of 18 in the second
ship. Noel Loban won the 190-pound program.
half).
The team competition proved to
title in 1980. Henson finishes the
James Forrest closed out the scoring for Tech with three clutch freebe one of the closed races in the
season with a perfect 34-0 record.
throws in the last 27 seconds.
Tim Morrissey, a 177-pounder , history of the tournament. North
Gray led CU with 17 points, Andre Bovain had 13 and Whitney
.was just one win'away from being \ Carolina captured the title as they
finished his career with a disappointing 10 points and only made brie
chosen Ail-American. The junior from edged N.C. State, Clemson and Maryof 11 3-pointers. Wright was held to seven points and nine rebounds.
Glenwood Springs, Colo, won three land. UNC captured only two indi\ Forrest was the leading scorer for Tech, pouring in 18 points and
matches and lost two in the tourna- vidual titles, but used strong showgrabing 13 rebounds. Travis Best scored 15 points and Malcolm
ment, Morrissey,was downed,by ings in the preliminaries and semifiMackey, Barry, and Martice Moore each had 11.
; Michigan's' Lanny' Green 5,-3 in a nals to compile a 78.5 point total.
"Defensively, we did the things we wanted to do in holding them J
Runner-up N.C. State captured
i. fifth-round match; efiminatjng him
to 66 points, but we couldn't get the ball in the basket," said CU coach
from a top-six finish and a spot on four titles and finished the tournaCliff Ellis. "Their zone bottling us up inside-along with our poor
" ment with 77.5' points. The Tigers
" the All-Ariierica team.""
shooting from the outside dictated the game. Fifty-nine points is not
Troy Bouzakis, the Tigers' 126- edged Maryland for .third as they
going to win games for you."
< §
\ <
, pound wrestler,' defeated Matt i\finished! with/66.25.points, Mary-*

Rob Graham
staff writer
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land finished the tournament with a
total of 65 points. Virginia was a
distant fifth with 18 points, while
Duke pulled up the rear in the tournament with a mere 55 points.
Sam Henson, the Tigers' 118pounder, defeated Maryland's David
Land 14-4 to claim the title in his
weight class. Land is ranked number
seven nationally in the 118-pound
class.
In the 126-pound weight class
Troy Bouzakis, ranked eighth nationally, defeated N.C. State's Mike
Norton, 4-2, to claim the championship. Tim Morrissey, wrestling in the
177-pound weight class, won the
third title for the Tigers. To claim the
title, Morrissey defeated Maryland's
Marc Papa, 8-1.
Mike Miller competed for the
championship in the 150-pound
class, but failed in his attempt to win
a second straight ACC title. Last year
Miller won the individual title for
the Tigers, in theJ 58-pound class.
Chrfc Donegan' helped the Tiger's
point'total as He finished third in the
158-pound weight class.
"I was real proud of the way that
our team wrestled, but we were all
disappointed with a third place finish," said head wrestling coach Gil
Sanchez. "With the nationals immediately after the ACC tournament
we didn't have time to dwell on our
team finish.''
Next year the Tigers will be looking to improve on a season which
featured a pair of first -year coaches,
a 13th place national finish, a national champion and only one senior. All wrestlers will return next
year with more experience and the
knowledge of what needs to be done
to. become ACC champions and national champions.
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Lady Tigers win ninth in a
row, male netters slumping
of the singles and doubles matches
to defeat ACC rival North Carolina
State, 9-0.
Friday afternoon, sophomore
Janice Durden gained victory at number-two singles and number-one
doubles to lead Clemson to an 8-1
defeat over the Texas A&M Lady
Aggies.
Durden downed the Aggies' Julie
Blackburn at the number-two singles,
6-3,7-6. She then teamed with Shannon King at number-one singles to
defeat Blackburn and Janice BurtonDurham 6-3,6-4. King, ranked 50th
in the nation in singles, won at
number-four singles over Wilson
Pate, 6-4, 6-4.
Tzvetkova won at number-one
singles for the Lady Tigers with a 62,7-6 win over Burton-Durham. The
Aggies' number-one player was
ranked 42nd in the nation in singles
heading into the match.
Clemson will play Miami of Ohio
and Notre Dame this weekend in
South Bend, Ind.
The Tiger men's tennis team,
behind the strong play of Richard
Reyes, defeated West Virginia on
Wednesday afternoon, 5-2.
The win improved CU's record to
a disappointing 3-12 on the year and
snapped a five-match losing streak.
West Virginia fell to 5-5.

by Sam Sherard
and Rob Graham
staff writers
Clemson's 19th-ranked Lady Tiger tennis team defeated 12th-ranked
Brigham Young 6-1 in an
intercollegiate woman's tennis match
played in Columbia, S.C., Tuesday.
Clemson improved its record to
9-3 overall and has now won nine
matches in a row. This is the most
consecutive number of wins for the
Lady Tigers since the latter part of
the 1986 season when the Lady
Tigers won 10 matches in a row.
Clemson improved to 3-3 against
ranked teams this season.
The Lady Tigers' Boba Tzvetkova
defeated Evica Koljanin 6-3, 6-3 at
number one-singles. Tzvetkova is
ranked 58th, while Koljanin is ranked
41st. Amy Young of the Tigers defeated 79th-ranked Jennifer Saret 61, 6-7, 6-4 at number three singles.
Young is presently unranked in the
national rankings.
Clemson's Emma Peetz remained
undefeated in dual match play with
a 6-1,6-3 win over Monika Kobilikova
at number six singles. Peetz has a 153 mark, and an undefeated 13-0
mark in dual match action.
Sunday, the Lady Tigers won each

Reyes, playing at number six
singles, defeated Collin Parker 6-4 64 and also teamed up with Tom Herb
in doubles play to defeat Parker and
Robert Walsh, 8-6. The win was
Herb's 21 st doubles match victory of
the season. He also won his 14th
singles match of the year with a 6-1
5-7, 6-2 win over Steve Wymer at
number five singles.
Other singles winners for the
Tigers included George Lampert and
Frank Salazar, while Chris Robinson
teamed up with Mike Baker for the
second doubles victory of the match
for Clemson.
The Tigers will host the Clemson
Spring Classic on March 27-28. CU,
Michigan State, Rollins, South Alabama, Tulsa, and Furman will participate in the dual-match tournament. Play will begin Saturday at 9
a.m. and continue through Sunday.
Over break, the Tigers went 1-3
in match play. They defeated Western Carolina on March 12 and lost to
Pepperdine, San Diego, and CalIrvine at a tournament in Malibu,
California.
CU destroyed Western Carolina
7-0. Salazar, Robinson, Baker, Marcus
Wilner, Reyes, and Eric Pitts were
winners in singles play. Doubles
victories went to Robinson-Baker,
Salazar-Reyes and Pitts-Wilner.

The men's tennis team hosts the Clemson
Spring Classic this weekend, starting at 9 a.m.
on Saturday. Turn out to support the Tigers!
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BRITAIN

student exchange employment program
campus presentation
speakers from London

Fri March 26th.4pm
Student Senate Chambers
& display/info table 10am-3pm.
Student Union
visit sponsored by Clemson Study Abroad Programs
Campus tel: 803 656 2461

UNi?C

CIEE

BEEP ONE
"SERVING THE UPSTATE SINCE 1950"
Equipped To Talk Business
-A complete line of paging
services: Tone-Voice Paging,
Digital Display Paging, Tone
Only, Alpha-Numeric Paging
Voice Mailbox Service

288-5992
SALES OFFICE
355 Woodruff Road
Greenville

-Toll Free Dialing

234-7309

-Pick-Up & Delivery

CORPORATE OFFICE
533 Woodruff Road
Greenville

-Offices Throughout the
Carolinas & Georgia

MORRIS
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

TD's of Clemson
654-3656
April Bands:
1&2 - Dream Clock
9 - Jay Gore-Happy Hour
15 - Simon Sez
16 - Jay Gore-Happy Hour
21 - Tinsley Ellis
22&23 -Next Move
i>M.vy:

1
Rolling Rock
Ponies
6 for $5.00
Happy Hour
Mon. - Fri. 4-8pm

TD's First Semi Formal
Call for Details

Wings $1.99
Mon. - Fri. 4-8pm
Dine In Only
Miller High Life
Long Necks
$1.25 Only During
Happy Hour
Mon. - Fri. 4-8pm

TD's asks that you please drink responsibly
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10,000 maniacs show up for Auburn
by LouPotenza
sports editor
Clemson's men's basketball team
made its first postseason appearance in two years a memorable one
last Thursday, thrashing Auburn, 8472 in a first round NIT game in front
of 10,000 Tiger fans.
Clemson and Auburn Tiger fans.
The CU Tigers fell behind just
four seconds into the game when
Aubrey Wiley took the opening tip
in for a dunk. It was Auburn's first
and last lead of the night.
As seems to be custom, Devin
Gray scored the first basket for Clemson, who then went on a 18-5 run to
take a commanding 20-7 lead with
12:49 remaining.
Andre Bovain and Gray were the
stars of the first half for Clemson,

with 27 points between them as the
Tigers took a 51-35 lead into the
lockeroom.
Bovain finished up with 21 points
on 8-15 shooting, and a game-high
13 rebounds for Clemson.
"I was shooting the ball well,"
said Bovain. "I took the open shot
and tonight they fell in for me."
Despite being dominated in the
first half, Auburn did not back down
and turned a sure rout into a close
game in the second half.
Clemson started up where they
had left off and built their lead up to
20, 60-40, just over three minutes
into the second half on a layup from
Gray.
After an Auburn time-out, Clemson watched as the other Tigers
went on 19-9 run to cut the lead in
half, with six minutes remaining.

Chris Whitney, who otherwise
had a quiet night, hit a three-pointer
to quell the Auburn rally and bring
the Littlejohn crowd back to life.
Auburn would cut the lead to
eight with 3:03 remaining but five
straight points from Gray within 30
seconds ended any hope of Auburn's
comeback.
Gray finished the night with a
team-high 23 points and he pulled
down nine rebounds.
Sharone Wright was not a factor
on the offensive end, scoring only
10 points and pulling down six
boards. He was a force on the defensive end though, swatting away five
potential Auburn baskets.
"It's a good thing we had that
cushion," said Gray. "They got the
lead down but they weren't able to
take the lead for themselves. It was

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Be sure to use the Student Government Instructor
Evaluation and Course Guide for assistance
when registering for the Fall Semester
1993

Pick up a copy in the Loggia

nice to see us play a whole 40
minutes."
"It was a great team effort," said
Clemson coach Cliff Ellis. "It's a
tribute to our basketball team. I'm
very pleased with our play tonight,
we came out there ready to play."
After the game, the crowd, and
not Clemson's play, took center stage.
"We owe the fans a lot," said Ellis.
"It was a great atmosphere and
that's what's needed. It felt like
1990 out there and it felt great. The
kids expected about 5,000 fans and
when they came back from warmups

they said they would have to give it
back to them (fans) for coming out."
"It's great to see the crowd," said
Wright. "I was expecting a nonconference crowd so it was nice to
see."
"I think the crowds really like
tournament play," said Whitney.
When asked if the crowd helped
him, Wright responded with a grin
and, "I guess not," in reference to his
4-10 night from the field.
The win set up a second round
matchup with UAB, Monday night in
Birmingham.
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In Clemson

FREEPOmR
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APARTMENTS

*
*
*
*.
*
*

•

-fa • Furnished and unfurnished • 2 Bedroom •
jr townhouses and flats • 2 full Baths • Washers *
and dryers in all units • 1 mile to campus
*
*
• Lots of storage space

646-7003

*

MIDWEEK WET POLICY •
*
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE *
•
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE *

WHO IS THE STRONGEST MAN IN THE STATE?
14th ANNUAL USPF S.C. STATE
POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIP
AND

S.C. STATE BENCHPRESS CHAMPIONSHIP
SPONSORED BY

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
WEIGHT CLUB

AND

UNITED STATES
POWERLIFTING
FEDERATION

SATURDAY, MARCH 27,1993
FIKE RECREATION CENTER
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
MEET DIRECTOR: DAN LARK (803) 882-7886

DIVISIONS
POWERLIFTING
Men's Open
Class II & Below
Master's (40yrs.-over)
Women's

BENCHPRESS
Men's Open
Master's (40yrs.-over)
Women's

COMPETITION BEGINS: 9 am (women, men's lightweight), 2 pm (men's heavyweight)

FIND OUT TOMORROW AT FIKE!
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Sunbrain releases Perfection Lies
by Sean Cook
staff writer
Clemson's Sunbrain finally reaches the
first big stop on the road to musical success
with their full-length debut Perfection Lies,
but you'll only need to make a short drive to
attend their album release party tonight at the
Dish in Toccoa, Ga.
Perfection Lies is a musical enigma. Listening to the album is like getting thrown against
the wall one moment and getting a tongue
massage in your ears the next. Listeners won't
be surprised to find themselves enjoying both
sensations and wishing for more.
The album has the energy of a live Sunbrain
performance. For the uninformed, this entails
the high energy jolt of Russ Hallauer's guitar,
which is tone-deep, bluesy, driving and melodic, backed by Eric Nail's bass, which dances
in back, enchanting the listener with a dark,
solid harmony, followed by Steve Glickman
crashing out a mean rhythm on the drums and
finally, Dave Dondero's vocals and stage presence, which can only be described as passion
incarnate.
All four of the bandmates are Clemsoneducated. Hallauer ('91) has a degree in Economics and Dondero ('91) has a degree in
Marketing. Glickman and Nail are currently
working on Education degrees.

This

Week's
Reviews
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RECORDS
Perfection Lies will be distributed by Toccoa's
Rage Records, an independent label owned by
David Hicks (co-owner of the Dish) and Andy
LeMaster (lead singer of the Remedy, another
Rage band). The label specializes in post-punk

Albums
• Lemonheads - It's a Shame About
Ray.
• Living Colour - Stain.
• Masters of Reality - Sunrise on the
Sufferbus.
• The The - Dusk.

and hardcore alternative acts and, according to Hicks, is interested in giving young
bands a chance.
"We handle a lot of the red tape, the
distribution of the albums, and stuff like
that," Hicks says, "I guess you could say
that we're user friendly. We're really flexible and our studio rates are reasonably
cheap. We're not really trying to get rich
on this at the moment; we're just trying to
give bands a chance."
Copies of Perfection Lies will be available at tonight's show, in local record
stores, and by mail (P.O. Box 473 Toccoa,
GA 30577). For information on other Rage
bands or upcoming shows send a selfadressed, stamped envelope to Rage
Records.
The Dish is a not a tavern but a coffeehouse, so no alcohol will be served. All
ages are welcome to attend the show,
which begins at 8 pm. Admission is $3 and
the show will also feature Shroud and
Remedy.
To get to the Dish from Clemson, take
Hwy. 123 South, until you reach Toccoa,
, turn left on Hwy. 17 (also called Big A Rd)
and drive until you see the Dish on the
right. Parking will be available near the
building, as well as at the Bi-Lo Supermarket nearby. Tonight, Perfection Lies at the
Dish.

Movies
•Amos and Andrew ■ starring Nicolas
Cage and Samuel L Jackson.
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Living Colour releases Stain
by Richard Challen
staff writer
When Living Colour first burst on the
music scene in 1988 with the crossover
smash "Vivid, the music industry had
never seen anything quite like it. Here
was an all-black rock band that rejected
generic rap or lightweight R&B in favor
of an angry hybrid of heavy metal, funk
and pop.
But in the years since, the innovators
have watched as upstarts stole their
thunder: the grooving Follow For Now,
Ice-T's controversial Body Count, the
slamming Rage Against The Machine.
Stain, their third Epic release, tries to
reclaim some of that lost ground, but
winds up demonstrating how far the
cutting edge has advanced since Living
Colourls heyday.
t)n the surface, Stain looks to be a
step in the right direction; the record
features a new producer, metal maestro
Ron Saint Germain, and a new bass
player, the1 scarily innovative Doug Wimbish,
who first made his reputation playing on the
first Sugar Hill rap singles.
Their contributions are evident from the
opening track, "Go Away," as Wimbish
throws a ferocious slapping line underneath
Vemon Reid's harder, heavier guitar sound. If
not for Corey Glover's hackneyed "soul-manin-training" vocals, some of these tracks would

Living Color - Stain
RATING: Bsound right at home on the recent Metallica or
Ozzy releases.
Sadly, Stain's "chunkier" exterior reveals
the softness underneath. Unlike the aft-mentioned Metallica, who know how to create the
dark tension so crucial to metal music, Living
Colour's riffs on tracks like "Postman" or
"Never Satisfied" hit hard but have no impact.
Constant attempts to jump up on the soapbox

don't help matters; "Ignorance Is Bliss" is
a message searching for a melody, while
"This Little Pig" sounds like "Cop Killer"
recited by an upwardly mobile businessman living in the Hollywood suburbs.
Living Colour would be better off to
leave the preaching to Public Enemy and
concentrate on their strengths: wellcrafted, mid-tempo rock numbers that
mix genres and styles with a jazzman's
flair.
"Bi" is the most successful of the lot, an
infectious tune with a hip-hop coda and a
tongue-in-cheek chorus ("Everybody loves
you when you're bi") that belies the
song's deeper message ("I need a closet
big enough to live in/ A closet for the
whole world to live in"). Nearly as good
are "Nothingness," a potential hit single
with moody keyboards and tragic undertones, and the untitled album closer,
which brings back the youthful giddiness
that made Vivid so successful.
The rest of the record boasts flashes of
brilliance (the broken-tape tempos of
"Mind Your Own Business," the Pink Floydian
sound effects on "Auslander," the futuristic
guitar noises running throughout "Wall") in
otherwise unremarkable songs.
Unfortunately, several great moments do
not equal one great album. Despite its title,
Stain passes through the senses like just
another commercial tidbit, leaving no lasting
impression whatsoever.

Lemonheads conquer the Masters
by Richard Challen
staff writer

But Sunrise gets undone by
MASTERS OF REALITY
weakened melodies ("100 Years(Of
Tears On The Wind)") and failed
In this age of hour-long CDs and the "more concepts ("T.U.S.A.") that get little
.music for your money" mentality, there is support from bassist Googe and
nothing quite so refreshing as an album that lead singer/guitarist Chris Goss, who
fits easily onto one side of a regular oP 90- boasts the most polite British acx
minute cassette. Those who like their music in cent ever heard from a New Yorker.
Masters Of Reality's saving grace
easy-to-swallow doses may want to check out
the new releases by Masters Of Reality (14 is the always inventive drumming
of Cream legend Ginger Baker, but his presence is still no excuse
for the multitude of
meandering blues
jams ("Ants In The
Kitchen," "V.H.V.,"
SUNRISE ON THE SUFFERBUS
"Rabbit One") that
wind up turning the
Masters of Reality - Sunrise on the
album into a poor
Sufferbus
man's Disraeli Gears.
Maybe these Masters
RATING: C+
should take a hint
from their best work,
the 38-second tongue-in-cheek David Ryan on drums and featuring ex-Blake
tribute "Madonna," and chop out Baby Juliana Hatfield as bassist, backing vocalall the excess fluff.
ist and musical foil, Dando finally makes good
Coincidentally, anyone need- on all the songwriting promise he's been
ing a lesson in economy should harboring for his last five albums.
look no further than Evan Dando
Tighter than Lick and more focused than
of the Lemonheads, who has not Lovey, the new record strips each song to its
one iota of wasted space on his bare essentials and then builds the whole
Lemonheads - It's a Shame About Ray
recent Atlantic release, It's A thing back up into a glorious meld of heady,
Shame About Ray. Backed by bouncy, melodic guitar pop. Cuts like "Rockin
RATING: A
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tracks, 42:36) and Lemonheads (13
tracks, 33:08!!), two bands that try,
with varying degrees of success, to
capture the perfect song in three
minutes or less.
In all fairness, half the songs on
Sunrise On The Sufferbus, the new
Chrysalis recording by Masters Of
Reality, clock in at more than three
minutes, but there are still plenty of
shorter delights, including two tracks
("Bicycle" and "Madonna") that last
less than a minute.
Unfortunately, the group's biggest problem is that most of these
tunes still sound like they could drag
on forever; Masters Of Reality has the
aspirations of a hard-rock jamming
outfit but the attention span of your
basic punk band.
The trio's ideas work when they
sustain their rockabilly-metal groove
with a memorable hook, such as "She
Got Me (When She Got Her Dress
On)," or when they lay back on an
effortless cloud of easy listening in
"Jody Sings" or the Forties-style
crooner, "The Moon In Your Pocket." Lemonheads (L,R): NlC Dalton,
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van Dando and Dave Ryan.

Spring Fever
hits Clemson
Terrell
Johnson
TIME-OUT
EDITOR
Attention! The Surgeon General has
issued a state of emerf;eacy for the entire
Clemson University area. The dread disease Spring Fever has reached epidemic
proportions.
This illness is highly contagious so
keep a watch out for these symptoms:
laziness, daydreaming, procrastination,
desire to remain out of doors, sun bathing and irresponsible behavior.
Although the disease has been known
to strike victims of all ages, it appears to
target young people between the ages of
16 and 25. It seems to spread through
the air and can often be contracted
spontaneously without ever being exposed to a carrier. Therefore using a
condom does not help.
Unfortunately, no cure has yet been
found for the dread Spring Fever. Once
contracted the disease remains in your
system. However, there is some hope.
Presently, scientists are working
round the clock, searching for a cure.
Microbiologist Dr. Seymour Butts is one
of the leaders in this area of research.
According to Dr. Butts, as the patient
grows older the symptoms lessen. In
fact, by the age of 40 the disease no
longer effects the central nervous system. By the age of 60, most victims no
longer experience any ill affects from the
disease at all.
Dr. Butts' co-worker Dr. Who Flung
Doo says that the best cure is prevention.
He advises all students in the susceptible
age category to avoid contact with known
carriers of the disease and above all seek
help at the first sign of illness.
If detected early, Spring Fever can be
controlled through physical therapy and
counseling. If the disease remains untreated, it can lead to a lack of motivation, lackadaisical behavior and can potentially ruin a promising young student's
future.
So remember to avoid activities like
sunbathing, frisbee throwing, and other
outdoor activities until this epidemic has
shrunk to a controlled level.
Quarantine yourselves. Concentrate
on your studies. Do not become another
statistic. By all means, do not set foot on
Bowman Field.
Stroll" (1:41), "Alison's Starting To Happen"
(1:56) and "Ceiling Fan In My Spoon" (1:45)
are over much too fast, exploding quickly and
then darting into the listener's subconscious
before he/she even knows what hit him or
her.
A three minute song, while almost an epic
for Dando, does allow him the time to
slow the tempo down and flesh out
the album's two best numbers:
"Buddy," an ode to a druggie lover,
and the strangely symbolic "It's A
Shame About Ray," which gained its
title from an Australian newspaper
artide.Though the Lemonheads throw
out a few curves (the pedal-steel that
tries to countrify "Hannah & Gabi,"
the choirboy harmonies that pop up
briefly in "Alison" and "Ceiling Fan"),
most of the songs make their statement with clever writing and joyful
; energy, tempered with an edge of
| sadness that adds a certain tragedy to
; songs like "Rudderless" and "Bit Part"
I ("I want a bit part in your life/ A walkI on would be fine").
The group may currently be gaining recognition for "Mrs. Robinson,"
their rewed-up cover of the Simon &
Garfunkel classic (only recently added
to the album), but it shouldn't be long
before Evan Dando finds well-deserved
recognition for his own compositions.
In the best rock n' roll tradition, It's A
Shame About Ray plays for only
thirty minutes but leaves you wishing
it would last forever. .
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Comedy Amos & Andrew
addresses racial issues
watch, but not the
cash and helicopter. Sterling was reunited with his
wife and thq credits rolled.
If the attendance to a movie is
any indication of
that movie's success, I'd say that
Amos andAndrew
did not fair very
well at all.
When 1 got up
to leave, the other
eight people in the
movie theater
seemed to be almost as mildly
amused as I was.
Some movies
are worth the five
dollars to see, but
sadly, I cannot say
that this one was
worth much more
than four.

by Renee
Krans
staff writer
Amos and Andrew is not your
typical, run of the
mill good guy/bad
guy flick with a
stolen car chase
scene built-in.
The movie
makes a statement
about upper-class
white America's
preconceived notions of Black
Americans.
"When a black
man is seen on this
island with a stereo in his hands,
you know what he
is doing. "-Amos
and Andrew
In the movie
Amos and Andrew, a black entertainer buys a
summer home
without telling
anyone in the high-class neighborhood (God forbid). He is almost shot
to death in his own home by the
police because of a few nosy neighbors.
Amos and Andrew is a somewhat comical movie starring Samuel
L. Jackson as the easy going black
man just looking for the opportunity to relax, and Nicolas Cage, as a
nervous, petty thief who finds himself caught up in a crooked legal
system.
There are a couple of stereotypes
that come across quite prominently
over the course of the movie: 1)
Most black men are criminals [a very
wrong assumption] 2) Politicians
are sleazy [perhaps closer to the
truth].
Andrew Sterling, Samuel L.
Jackson's character, is the successful black entertainer who upon arriving at his home in his BMW,
attempts to listen to his stereo and
nearly gets his head blown off.
The police force of this small
Massachusetts town is, of course, a
blundering bunch of klutzes who
quickly jump to conclusions.
The chief of police happens to be
running for a political office and
turns all the publicity that the accident generates into free air time for
his campaign.
Have no fear, there is in fact
some degree of poetic justice written into this average plot. The chief
of police in the end gets it in the
hindquarters when two blood
hounds are put on his trail by Andrew Sterling.
This scene is extremely comical,
especially after the chief was captured by the criminal and fell down
a few flights of stairs.
Nicolas Cage who played the
criminal, Amos, fit into the scheme
of things when he was summoned
from jail to "pretend" like he was
taking Sterling hostage. This was so
that the chief of police would not
look like a fool he really was.
This whole plan backfired when
the chief would not let Amos go to
Canada as a reward for his acting
job. The all to familiar demand for a
million dollars and a helicopter was
then made by the "criminal" Amos
so that he would still be able to
escape.
Ironically Amos turned out to be
a more honest and decent person
than the policemen. He was rewarded
for this by the writers of the movie
in that he was able to escape with
the neighbors' BMW and a new

RATING: B

REGISTER FOR
SUMMER SESSION '93
AT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
CONTACT: SUMMER SCHOOL DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
207 SIKES HALL, CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
BOX 345105
CLEMSON, SC 29634-5105
(803) 656-3022
ON-LINE REGISTRATION
FIRST SUMMER SESSION: APRIL 1 -MAY 6 ,
SECOND SUMMER SESSION: APRIL 1-JUNE17
WALK-THRU REGISTRATION
FIRST SESSION: MAY 17
SECOND SESSION: JUNE 29

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUT L E•■- R

UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New; Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative:
Date:
Location:

Mike Roberts
Mon. March 29
4:00 -.5:00 p.m.
Conference Room G02
Tillman

For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad, Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 317/283-9336 or 1/800-368-6852 Ext. 9336.
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Dusk falls on The The
by Sean Cook
staff writer
Matt Johnson and The The
are back with the release of
Dusk, their first album since
1989's critically acclaimed
Mind Bomb. Johnson, christened "an existentialist blues
singer" by Time magazine,
takes the lead.
Johnny Marr plays guitar
and harmonica on the album,
showcasing the trademark
that made him famous as a
member of the Smiths. James
Eller follows up on bass, D.C.
Collard on organ and piano
and Dave Palmer on drums.
The album is billed as "10
Songs for the lost, lonely and
lustful". It has the dark, moody
feel The The has become known

The The - Dusk
RATING: B
for. The video, which debuted on

MTV's 120 Minutes, shows
the band in a dark, industrial-type setting, facing a
scorching heater. Johnson
and company are drenched
in sweat and struggle to
stay awake in the heat. I
like it.
Overall, Dusk, is an okay
album. The brightest spots
are "Love is stronger than
death," which has a
Morrissey-Smiths sort of feel
and "Helpline Operator,"
which is about that stranger
on the other end of the line
that you spill your guts to,
when you're feeling down.
The The have sold
200,000 copies of each of
their US releases, and are
expecting even more sales
for this album. A world tour
is scheduled for this spring ,

Students spurt some blood
by Terrell Johnson
time-out editor
Want to get involved in the theater but don't think you have the
time? Here's your chance.
Students Rob Brosnan and Kevin
Dawkins, with some help from Dr.
Marc Charney, are producing a film
version of the play entitled The
Spurt ofBlood by Antonin Artaud.
The play deals with present day
society's misconceptions of sexuality in history. The plot centers around
a modern couple who come in contact with various historical figures
and their reactions to the vulgar
reality of sexuality in medieval times.
There is a wide variety of characters, three female and nine male,

ranging from a knight to a wet
nurse.
According to Rob Brosnan, the
director, the play is somewhat bizarre, even surreal. The play relies a
great deal on special effects so that,
as Brosnan says, it "is uniquely suited
for film."
This project is not affiliated with
the Clemson Players. Kevin Dawkins,
the cinematographer, says that the
entire film should only take one
weekend to shoot so there is not a
great amount of time involved.
Auditions will be held Wednesday, March 31 at 4:30 in the Black
Box Theatre of Daniel Annex. For
more information call Rob Brosnan
at 858-4388 or Marc Charney at 6565415.

Acoustic Night
Every Wednesday Night is Acoustic Night
Vladamir Vodka Drinks...$2.00
Rolling Rock Long Necks...$1.25

Coming This Saturday March 27th

Jay Gore
Don't Miss This Great Performer
(Come early - good seats go fast)

Why Settte 7or Less Vfian The "Best?
• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
• Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
• Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.

• Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
• Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
• Romantic Italian Atmosphere
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List

PfiSTfl HOUSE

'#1-^S

I Lunch • Sundays • Happy Hours
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next To Holiday Spa

THE UPTOWN STRING
QUARTET

231-8811

Featured on the "Cosby Show'
They will be performing this
SATURDAY at 8:00pm
in TILLMAN AUDITORIUM
Tickets are:
$6 for students $8 for general public

THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y THEATER
SCHWARZENEGGER DOUBLE FEATURE
,,,,

TERMINATOR 2 at 9:15
Admission $1 for One Movie
:;';;;;:;"\v:"."V.

MIDNITE MOVIE
e Princess Bride

CHW/5RZENEGGER

It's Nothing
Personal.

SUNDAY FREE FLICK
CLIVE BARKER'S

HELLRAISER

JUDGMENT DlVd

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

ADMISSION IS FREE WITH QUID
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igers run out of heat in
Charlotte against Jackets
by Daniel Shirley
staff writer
Coming off their impressive
upset of Florida State, Clemson
was as cold as the blizzard conditions outside Charlotte Coliseum
in their 69-61 semifinal loss to
Georgia Tech.
The Tigers hit just 33.3 percent of their shots for the game
and after hitting six of 11 threepointers in the first half, made
just three of 18 in the second half.
"Their zone really killed us
today," Clemson coach Cliff Ellis
said. "The only way to pull them
out of it is to hit the J, and the
outside shot, outside of Chris
Whitney, wasn't there."
Whitney finished with a teamhigh 21 points and hit five of 12
shots behind the three-point arch.
However, the rest of the Tigers hit
just four of 17 three-pointers.
The Tiger who had the toughest day against the Yellow Jackets
was sophomore Devin Gray. Gray
was held scoreless on 0-15 shooting from the floor, 0-4 on threepoint shots and missed his only
two foul shots.
"I feel for him," Ellis said. "He
had a tough day at the office
today. But I would rather give
credit to him for the season he has
had than to get down on him for
today's game. He kept playing
hard as did the rest of them."

However, Clemson just ran into a
buzz saw in the Georgia Tech squad.
After their upset of third-seeded Duke
on Friday the Jackets used that momentum to hold the Tigers off.
"I would like to congratulate
Clemson on a terrific tournament,"
said Georgia Tech head coach Bobby
Cremins. "They played great, and
we are really happy to be in the
finals."
The reason the Yellow Jackets
were in the finals and would eventually defeat North Carolina to claim
the ACC Championship was tournament MVP James Forrest.
Against the Tigers, Forrest scored
a game-high 26 points on 11 of 17
shooting from the floor and four of
five from the foul line.
"We knew this was going to be a
tough game," Forrest said. "I knew it
was time for me to step my game up
and help this team win, and that's
what I did."
Another star for the Yellow Jackets was Drew Barry. Although Barry,
a freshman, scored only two points,
he dished out 13 assists and gave
point guard Travis Best a rest
"Travis was dead after the game
with Duke and Bobby Hurley,"
Cremins said. "We needed someone
to help out with the ball handling
and get the ball to Travis and get the
ball inside. I went to Drew and told
him this. Drew has those Barry genes;
he knows the game of basketball
and played an excellent game."

However, as poorly as Clemson shot the ball, the Tigers were
in the game throughout.
"We had our chances in this
game," Ellis said. "It was hard
fought, and we gave a gutsy effort
in the second half. Our defense
was very solid. We just couldn't
quite get our hands on the loose
balls. We just missed so many
chances."
The Tigers' last chance came as
Whitney hit what was ruled a
three-pointer with 30.8 seconds
left to cut the Yellow Jacket lead
to 64-62. However, the shot was
changed to a two-pointer by the
alternate official sitting at court
side after a conference between
the officials during a timeout called
by Clemson. With the Tigers trailing by three points, instead of
two, Georgia Tech hit the foul
shots down the stretch to put
Clemson away.
"I could not see," Ellis said of
the shot, which television replays
showed clearly was a two by revealing Whitney's foot was inside
the line. "I did not have a good
view."
Cremins, however, had a good
view.
"When I saw it I was like 'No,
way that's a three,'" Cremins said.
"I couldn't understand why it was
called a three. I guess we have
brought instant replay into college basketball."

Escape To Fun And Adventure

WHITEWATER RAFTING

Nantahala
Outdoor
Center

Wild • Chattooga • Scenic
$12 Spring Discount
Reservations 1-800-232-7238
Only 45 Minutes Away
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THE fcAZYp^ANUEK
•Fresh Seafood Daily
• Raw Bar
Hungry Hour:
Monday - Saturday
4:30-7:00
Fresh Shrimp & Oysters
18* a piece
On The Square
Pendleton, South Carolina

646-7672
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

MAKE A SPLASH - TAKE A CLASS!
DUQUESNE'S 1993 SUMMER SCHEDULE OFFERS:
♦TRANSFERABLE COURSES*
*START DATES MAY THRU JULY*
♦ACCELERATED SESSIONS*
Ask about our wide variety of Science Courses,
Language Courses, and Trips!
Registration is EASY by FAX, phone, mail, or in person
INTERESTED?
CALL 1-800-283-3853
for your complete
SUMMER 1993 INFORMATION PACKAGE

GOING HOME TO SUMER
THIS SUMMER?
Make your summer count.
Plan to earn credits to meet your
needs and your college's requirements
—at an affordable cost.

A Student Community
2 bedmom and 2 bath'
Washer and Dryer in each unit
Shuttle bus and swimming pool
CD

u

Completely furnished '
Special 2 tenant leases
Summer session rentals

RING '93 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE

Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

You have a choice of a nine-week Summer Session
Classes begin May 24 end August 6 (Exams Aug. 9-10)

OR
Two fourrand^a-half week Sessions
Summer I-7Classes begin May 24, endJune 25,(Exams June 28)
Summer n - Classes.begin June 30 , end Aug. 10'(EXams Aug. 11)
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter Counties for the
Summer Session is $29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher
for residents of other counties.

Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY...
HISTORY... ENGLISH ... MATHEMATICS ...
PSYCHOLOGY ... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY...
SOCIOLOGY. Request a listing of courses available this
summer. Write the Office of Admissions, Central Carolina
Technical College, 50^ North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S. C.
29150, or call TOLI
*EE 1- 800-221-8711, Extn. 205.

CENTRAL CAROLINA

TECtilVICyVL

COLLEGE

Central Carolina Technical College docs not dbcriminatc in admissions or employment on the basis of
race, sex, color, age, religion, national origin or handicap. #415(V2/93
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Henson caps off undefeated
season with NCAA title win

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY
NOT !

continued from 1B
seed. In the semifinal match, Henson
defeated Pennsylvania's number-two
seed, Lou Roselli by a score of 3-2.
"Sam wrestled just incredible,"
said head coach Gil Sanchez, who
led Clemson to its highest NCAA
finish in his very first season as head
coach. "No one scored on him in the
entire tournament except for escapes. He kept his intensity level at

a maximum for the entire tournament, he was so aggressive. Sam was
really impressive;"
"I have never had anything feel
this incredible," said Henson. "It
really took a little while for the
feeling to sink in, but when it did it
was great. I owe a lot to Clemson for
the second chance that they offered
me in the form of a scholarship, and

Don't believe everything yog hear. The Air
Force continues to seek outstanding students
to fill future officer requirements. See yourself
becoming a leader, graduating ft.om college
as an Air Force officer with, fully developed
qualities of character and managerial ability.
Notice , too, the opportunities. Like eligibility
for scholarship programs that can pay tuition,
textbooks, fees...even $100 in tax-free income
each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects, pride
in yourself and your ability to accept challenge . Get the picture? Now make a call!

winning the national title is the best
that I could do."
Henson and the rest of the Tigers
will be celebrating for quite a while
to come. Wrestling is not looked
upon by many as a major sport here
at Clemson, but due to the accomplishments of Sam Henson and others, wrestling steps into the limelight for others to revel over.

Clemson\s baseball team hosts Ohio this weekend.
Remember, the Bobcats handed CU their first nonACC loss last year. Come out to Tiger Field today
at 3 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.

r ffypiWMJUiM eodMOL
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Congratulations to the
1993 Master Teacher

6

656-3254
AIM HIGH-AIR FORCE

SUMMER CLASSES
IN
GREENVILLE

Clemson University will offer these classes at the University Center of Greenville this
summer. Clemson students may register for these courses using online registration
at the University. Students from other institutions who desire to enroll should complete
and return a Transient Admissions Form.
May 18 - June 22:
Research Methods
Health Assessment
Lab

POLITICAL SCIENCE 341
NURSING 210

6-10:00 pmM.W
9-1130 am T,TH
12:30-4 pmTJH

Students who desire to enroll in these Nursing and Political Science classes will register
and pay fees at the first class meeting. For additional information please contact Dr.
Rosanne Prurtt, College of Nursing, at 656-5522 or Dr. Carmen Cirincione, Department of
Political Science at 656-3233. Information can also be obtained from 250-1111
(Greenville) or 656-1400 (Clemson).
Mav 31 - August 3:

FORSOME
Jazzercise is a high energy aerobic workout
plus definitive muscle
toning too. Our instructors are professionals.
They're trained to help
you get the body vou .•
want with a complete ' .<

ENGLISH 314
ENGLISH 385
EDUCATION 335
MANAGEMENT 301
MARKETING 301
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE 301
EDUCATION 458
PHILOSOPHY 344
SOCIOLOGY 311
EDUCATION 471
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 201
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 202
ENGINEERING 180

health and fitness
program. With Jazzercise,
you'll feel good and
look great. There's no
body like it.
. ic Jxt sixmo) Maun

if

jazzercise
^^. i i

UNLIMITED
CLASSES

No Membership Required

Call653-FITT '
Bring This Ad To Receive This Special Offer.

MoanBH

6-8:30 pm M,W
6-8:30 pm M,W
6-8:30 pm M,W
6-8:30 pm T.TH
6-8:30 pm M,W
6-8:30 pm M.W
6-830 pm. T.TH
6-830 pm T.TH
6-830 pm T.TH
6-830 pm T.TH
6-830 pm T.TH
6-830 pm M.W
6-8:00 pm M.W
8-10:00 pmM,W

All students for the May 31-August 3 classes must attend the registration session which
will be held from 5-7 pm on Thursday, May 27 at the University Center of Greenville.
June 30 - August 4: .

..
Public. Personnel Management
Pathophysiology
Lab

5:30 - 9:30 pm M.W
9-12:00 am T
1-430 pm T

Students who desire to enroll in these Nursing and Political Science classes will register
and pay fees at the first class meeting. For additional information please contact Ms. Pat
Maybee, College of Nursing at 656-5527 or Dr. Carmen Cirincione, Department of Political
Science, at 656-3233. Information can also be obtained from 250-1111 (Greenville) or
656-1400 (Clemson).

Expires April 9,1993/

MMMMHMMi

Lab

POLnTOA'LSCrENCE 427
NURSING 304

6wks

Technical Writing
Children's Literature
Adolescent Growth and Devel.
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
Statistical Theory and Methods
Health Education
Business Ethics
The Family
The Exceptional Child
Statics
Dynamics
Computers in Engineering

i The Fitness Professionals.

New Student Special

/

No classes July 5-8, 1993.

TG4\
""■

NOTE: This is a listing of undergraduate classes only. Some of these classes are offered
on an enrollment dependent basis. Clemson University will also offer graduate classes
in accounting, business administration, education, nursing, and public administration in
Greenville. For additional Information call 250-1111 (Greenville) or 656-1400 (Clemson).
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Grand Opening Special

Tigers reverse usual ACC
Tourney luck, down 'Noles
by Daniel Shirley
staffwriter
March Madness hit the Charlotte
Coliseum in full force last weekend
at the ACC Tournament.
The craziness began on Friday as
three lower seeds advanced to the
semifinals, including Clemson's 8775 shocker over second-seeded
Florida State.
"This was a huge win for us," said
Clemson coach Cliff Ellis. "How big
is this win? Every win is big. Our goal
is to go to post-season. You lose
tonight, and there's no chance for
it."
The mayhem continued Saturday with the-city being rocked by
Superstorm '93 and concluded with
Georgia Tech's upset of North Carolina in the finals on Sunday.
If the Tigers' post-season chances
did indeed hang in the balance, they
decided to put those doubts to rest.
Playing their most impressive
game of the season, the Tigers completely dominated the Seminoles in
every facet of the game. Clemson
shot 56.5 percent from the field and
hit eight of 17 shots from threepoint land, while holding a powerful Florida State machine to 41.6
percent and only three of 22 threepoint shots.
The Tigers also outrebounded
the Seminoles (41-39) and handled
their pressure. Clemson had 17 turnovers to only 12 for Florida State,
but the Tigers attacked the FSU press
instead of being timid.
"The key was the fact that we
were able to break the press," Ellis
said. "This is the key to Florida State.
Also, taking their running game and
the boards."
The main key for Clemson was
the same it has been all season, the
the threesome of Chris Whitney,
Sharone Wright and Devin Gray.
The trio has carried the squad the
entire season, and Friday night was
no different. Combined, the group
made 27 of 39 shots from the field,
scoring 67 points.
Wright finished the game with
24 points, 11 rebounds and three
blocked shots and controlled Florida
State's inside play from the outset.
"Wright really manhandled us
tonight," said Florida State coach
Pat Kennedy. "Every time they
needed a play he made it."
Devin Gray was impressive on
the inside and the outside as well.
The sophomore scored 23 points,
pulled down nine boards and had
two steals.
"Gray is one of the underrated
forwards and players in our league,"
Kennedy said. "He and Wright were

Shoot

just dominate tonight."
With the inside game intact,
Whitney took control from the perimeter. Whitney hit six of eight
shots, four of five three-pointers
and dished out ten assists, on his
way to a 20-point evening.
"Sharone and Devin manhandled
them inside," Whitney said. "Because of that I was getting my shots,
and they were just going in."
The Tigers jumped to an early 168 lead with 14:05 left in the first half
behind Gray and finished the half
with a 45-39 advantage. Gray led the
Clemson charge with 15 first-half
points, while Whitney and and
Wright poured in 11.
In the second half, the Tigers
held Florida State at bay for the
most part, as the Seminoles got no
closer than three points on three
occurrences late in the game. Clemson, however, held off the late Florida
State charge.
"Every time we made a little bit

CAROLINA
MINI-STORAGE

of arun, they took it away," Kennedy
said. "The credit has to go to the
entire Clemson team tonight. Clemson was a much better team tonight
than the way they have played
through the year."
'
The year, filled with injuries and
tough loses, has been a difficult one
for the Tigers.
"Our theme has been that adversity will build a tremendous
strength," Ellis said. "We could have
folded during this season. Basketball teaches you the ups and downs
of life. It's easy when you're winning. But when someone hands you
defeat, you're going to have to learn
to handle it. Basketball teaches you
that, and we have learned that."
With the win secured, the Tigers,
especially Wright, took time to celebrate.
"I have to have fun," he said.
"There are times when you have to
express yourself, and there are times,
when Coach and Chris won't let me,
but tonight I was having fun."

Rent Your Own _
Storage Space...
• Personal, Commercial & Boat Storage

College Students Discount Year Round
(ID Required)
2nd Month FREE
(Expires 5-31-93)

261-8144 or 646-6544
Clemson Blvd., Hwy. 76 at Carolina Burglar
& Fire Alarm Co., Sandy Springs

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

fcS^

2)e Ode Sun&tmcJ)

And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

(Dn —7nE. <£auatz. In. £pEJzaLEion.

VISION CENTER

6 4.6-92.83

370 College Ave,
Clemson, SC

• Must Present Coupon

654-7980
(tollmen otyo IV
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GREAT
OUTDOORS
3440 Clemson Blvd., Anderson

226-5283
Open 9AM to 8PM
VISA

I
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Colors:
Khaki, Navy, Olive
Closeout
While They Last
Pirst

D(JCK

HEAD

Plain Front

Qmlity

Pleated Front
MEN'S DUCKHEAD
100% COTTON PANTS

All
Sales
Final

Cool comfortable colton at an affordable price
Pistinctive Duckhead patch above rear pocket. 2
belt loops. Brass fly zipper, two rear pockets
Sizes: Waist 30-42. even sizes only.
Lengths: 30, 32, 34.

i

Whether you are an experienced
backpacker, weekend hiker or like
comfortable hiking shoes for casual wear,
we have the style, brand and fit for you Great Prices, Too!

H

II

photos for
The Tiger.

Call Witte
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Lee Jeans for Women
junior and misses sipes
Cldseout
Easy Riders'- Elastic
$-11799
Button Fly - London Riders Relaxed Roders - Storm Riders
Choose frortt Five Cotofs * - *"3**,i * AH Sates. Final...

Best Selection Around
■
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Lady Tigers' season ends
by Geoff Wilson
managing editor
and Lou Potenza
sports editor
If your consecutive, streak of 20win seasons is going to end, it might
as well end when your team only
wins 19.
That's what happened this season to Jim Davis's Lady Tiger basketball team, who lost to Stephen F.
Austin 89-78 in the second round of
the women's NCAA Tournament
Sunday at Nagadoches, Tex., to finish the year at 19-11.
The Ladyjacks, who faced topranked Vanderbilt yesterday in the
Sweet 16, were led by Deneen Parker,
who took SFA to a 49-41 halftime
lead by scoring 19 points in the first
20 minutes. She finished the game
with 32, as Trenia Tillis added 17
and Latonia Bonnett chipped in 16.
TaraSaunooke continued her lateseason charge, hitting four threepointers in the first half to help keep
CU in the game, Shandy Bryan also
added 10 in the first half.
For the game, Saunooke finished
with 15, and Bryan had 16.
The Ladyjacks took their 8-point
halftime lead and stretched it to as
much as 16 at 70-54. The Lady Tigers
rallied, pulling to within six, but
could get no closer thereafter.
CU had advanced to the round of
32 by defeating Xavier at home, 7064, the Wednesday during Spring
Break. Saunooke was the heroine
for the Lady Tigers, setting a school
record with six three-pointers en
route to a career-high 25-points.
Bryan contributed 16 points, and
Jessica Barr added 15.
The Lady Musketeers hung tough
throughout the game, despite the
troubles of their star player, Carol
Madsen. The Lady Tigers held
Madsen, who was averaging 20.2
points per game, scoreless in the
first half; she finished the game with
eight points.
Monique Greene took up the slack
for Madsen, scoring 18 points to
lead Xavier. Senior point guard
Valerie Spann added 15, including
11 of her team's first 16 points.
After the Lady Tigers took an 8-0
lead, Xavier fought back to take a
three-point lead at 19-16 with 8:25
left in the first half. The game seesawed back and forth the rest of the
half, and CU led 36-33 at the break.

Bryan and Barr combined for the
first 13 of the Lady Tigers' secondhalf points, while Xavier could manage only two in that span, giving CU
a 49-35 lead with 16:24 left to go.
The Lady Tigers extended the lead
to 16 several times, the last at 65-49,
before Xavier made its final run,
outscoring CU 11-0 to close within
five at 65-60.
Davis was pleased with the effort
his team gave against Xavier, but
gave the visiting team credit for
refusing to quit. "I thought we had
'em put away two or three times, but
they just refused to fold their tents,"
he said.
Xavier wasn't used to Clemson,
but Virginia sure was.
The Lady Tigers fought to force
their ACC Tournament semi-final
game with the Lady Cavs into overtime, but once there it all fell apart.
Virginia advanced to the finals of
the ACC Tournament with a 79-71
victory over Clemson in Rock Hill.
A three-point basket by Virginia's
star point guard, Dena Evans, with
19 seconds left in regulation gave
them a 68-66 lead.

A Jessica Barr layup with three
ticks remaining tied the ballgame
up, and seemed to give the Lady
Tigers momentum.
Virginia dominated the extra session, outscoring Clemson 11-3.
The Lady Tigers looked at their
first round game with Georgia Tech
and knew that a victory would put
them in the NCAA Tournament.
After fighting for a tie at halftime, the Lady Tigers took over in
the second half and whipped the
Lady Jackets, 87-66.
Tara Saunooke sank a threepointer as time expired in the first
half, to knot the game at 38.
The second half belonged to the
Lady Tigers as Shandy Bryan and
Jessica Barr scored 32 points between them and dominated the inside game.
"Those two (Bryan and Barr)
totally dominated the inside play in
the second half," said Davis. "They
played good post defense; in the
second half especially."
Bryan scored 32 points on the
night, and Barr added a career high
20 points for Clemson.
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Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
OFFICE HOURS
•Planned Activities
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:30
•Laundry Facilities
Sat:
10:00-5:00
•10 Minutes from campus
Sun:
1:00-5:00
•Leasing for fall semester
•Summer Special - 3 months lease

Call for Details
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Welcome to Superb Indian Cuisine
ii
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WITH THIS AD

I India Palace Restaurant
I

3ndia Palace Restaurant

Authentic

Indian Cuisine

India Palace offers delicious regional specialties: some hot and
spicy...some mild and delicious...some roasted...some laced with
curried sauces...Tandoori Chicken roasted "frontier style"...Goshtaba
from Kashmir...Curried Prawns and Madras...A great variety to which
are added cuisines from the Continent and the Far East.
SPECIAL LUNCH: Monday through Saturday, 11:30 am to 3:OOpm
DINNER SERVED: Monday through Sunday, 5:OOpm to 10:OOpm
Catering available for weddings/birthday parties/special occasions
Special Lunch Buffet Monday through Sunday
Vegetarian • Non-Vegetarian • Seafoodf • Tandoori
460 E. Main St. • Spartanburg, SC 29302 • (803) 573-9976

r

1-85 N. Exit 73A Corner of Pine St. and East Main
Parking is available behind restaurant.

Spending the Summer
in Greenville, S.C.?
Last year over 750 students from more than
80 institutions took classes through Greenville
Tech's Summer Transient Program. Why?
Because it's a great way to get ahead or make up
a class. The cost is very reasonable and credits
transfer back to your college or university.
To receive the Summer
Transient Packet, call toll-free
in S.C 1-800-922-1183
or (803) 250-8111.

GREENVILLE
^ ZTTECHNICAL " ^
COLLEGE
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Did you know that Clemson University offers
junior and senior level courses on our campus
through the University Center?
See the Summer Transient Packet for details!

CONVICTIONS

W :.

Residen t Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL
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Congratulations

fell

U
A Creative Worship Experience for Students
&

Good Luck
amma Irhi !Bda

Seniors

7:00 p,m, First Baptist Church, Clemson
Sponsored by Clemson University B.S.U. and F.6.C.
Sunday - 5:45 Free Spaghetti Supper
CU. Chamber Singers
Monday - F.B.C. College Chorale
Nachos and Cokes
Tuesday - A Beat Late
Coke Floats at B.S.U.
Wednesday - CU. Gospel Choir
Mini-Pizzas

S KYLE and SUSAN MATTHEWS
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